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Abstract

A combination of steadily improving technology and new circuit techniques is resulting in a

dramatic reduction in the cost of analog-to-digital (A/D) converters forvideo-rate applications. By using

pipelined conversion architectures in scaled CMOS technologies, the silicon area required for such

conversion should soonbe smallenough thatit canbe economically incorporated within a larger digital

image-processing chip. An examination of the use of pipelined architectures in CMOS technologies is

presented in this thesis. The objective of thisresearch is to determine whether pipelined architectures are

suitable and advantageous compared to other architectures for CMOS video-rate A/D conversion.

To verify the main ideas about pipelined converters investigated in this thesis, an experimental,

pipelined, 5-Ms/s, 9-bit A/D converter with digital correction has been designed and fabricated in a 3-

micron, CMOS technology. It requires 8500 mils , consumes 180 mW, andhas aninputcapacitance of 3

pF. A fully differential architecture is used; only a 2-phase, nonoverlapping clock is required, and an

on-chip, sample-and-hold (S/H) amplifier is included.

This thesis arrives at four main conclusions. First, pipelined architectures and digital correction

techniques are of potential interest for high-speed CMOS A/D conversion applications because they

simultaneously provide high throughput rate, high tolerance to error sources, and low hardware cost.

Second, the main disadvantage of pipelined A/D converters is that they require the use of operational

amplifiers (op amps) to realize parasitic-insensitive S/H amplifiers. While the S/H amplifiers improve

many aspects of theconverter performance, the op amps within theS/H amplifiers limit the speed of the

pipelinedconverters. Third, although the 3-micron prototypeconverters did not reach video conversion

rates, such rates shouldbe attainable in 1.5-2-micron CMOS technologies. Finally, continued research

into the design of S/H amplifiers is needed to achieve both video conversion rates and more than about

12-bit linearity in CMOS technologies.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1. Background and Motivation

Analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion transforms a continuous-amplitude input into a discrete-

amplitude output In combination with a sampling process, which transforms a continuous-time input

into a discrete-time output, such conversion composes the front end of some signal processing systems

and allows the advantages associated with digital techniques to benefit the system performance.

Although A/D conversion architectures have been studied since the 1950*s, the subject is still an active

area of research because new technologies in which the converters can be implemented bring associated

characteristics that sometimes change the best conversion techniques for particular applications. Of the

many architectures, technologies, and applications that have been studied, this thesis examines the use of

pipelined architectures in CMOS technologies for video-rate applications. The objective of this research

is to determine whether pipelined architectures are suitable and advantageous compared to other architec

tures under these conditions.

Video-rate A/D converters, as well as many other electronic circuits, have evolved from discrete to

modular to monolithic form in an effort to reduce their cost In monolithic form, the cost of such conver

sion continues to decline through both the steady evolution toward denser and faster technologies and

recent progress in circuit implementation techniques. Further developments that would allow not only an

A/D converter (ADC), but also a digital signal processor (DSP), or other digital circuits to be integrated

on one chip are desirable.

As has traditionally been the case, the highest conversion rates in A/D interfaces are achieved with

fully parallel architectures1'2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 integrated in the fastest possible bipolar technolo

gies. This class of A/D converter can now do 8-bit conversions at a rate of several hundred

Msamples/second (Ms/s)12>13 but usesa large dieareabothbecause bipolar component densities are low

and because flash architectures require the most hardware of the architectures available to do high-speed

conversion. Compared to the conversion rates of these converters, the range of conversion rates required



for the encoding of traditional video-rate signals (10-20 Msample/sec) is slow. Important objectives in

the high-speed A/D conversion field are to useCMOS technologies,7* 8,9,10,14,15 ^^ theu. inherently

high component densities and very large scale integration (VLSI) compatibility, and circuit approaches

other than fully parallel14' 15« 16« 17« 18«19 to reduce the required A/D converter area while maintaining

enough speed for video-rate applications. Both subranging architectures14 and pipelined architectures15

have been investigated for this application. Progress in this area can dramatically reduce the cost of the

video-rate A/D conversion function, as well as allow higher levels of integration in DSP functions such

as image processing.

1.2. Thesis Organization

An examination of the use of pipelined architectures for video-rate, CMOS A/D conversion is

presented in this thesis. Chapter 2 reviews the applications, characterization, and specifications of

video-rate A/D converters. In Chapter 3, flash, subranging, and pipelined architectures for such conver

sion are reviewed and compared. The effects of amplifier settling time, D/A converter nonlinearity, and

other error sources on the linearity of pipelined A/D conversion architectures are investigated in Chapter

4. Chapter 5 describes the design of a prototype of a pipelined A/D converter in a 3-micron CMOS tech

nology. Design problems and circuit solutions are examined. Experimental results from the 3-micron

prototype converters are presented in Chapter 6. Conclusions and a summary of the research results are

given in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2 - Applications, Characterization, and Specifications

2.1. Introduction

Before any further description of video-rate A/D converters is given, the subjects of applications,

characterization, and specification of such converters are reviewed. This chapter forms a basis for the

discourse that follows in later chapters.

22. Applications

Video-rate A/D conversion has many applications, the most significant of which is as the front end

of digital video systems. The function of such systemsis to take an image as input anddo some digital

processing on the image; these systems can be classified according to whether their outputis an image or

some other representation of the input image.

The output of some imaging systems is an image that may or may not have been deliberately

changed to subjectivelyimprove its characteristics. Forinstance, image enhancement is commonly done

with powerful computers to modify satellite and X-ray photographs to ease their interpretation. Many

applications require real-time image processing. Because real-time image processing is expensive, how

ever, the application of digital techniques in real-time systems has been limited. In television systems,

for example, digital image processing has been used mostly in broadcast studios. Figure 2.1 shows that

videocoder/decoder (codec) circuits surround theprocessing andareused first to digitize the videosignal

and then, after digital processing,to reconstruct an analog output

This arrangement hasbeenused for more than 10years to provide time-base correction and frame storage

and synchronization.20-21 Video codecs are still too expensive tobecommonplace in television receivers,



however, and digitally produced features such as picture in picture (PIP), in which simultaneous multi

channel viewing is possible, are only found in expensive televisions. If the cost of video codecs is

reduced, video-rate A/D converters have future application in many imaging systems including standard

color television, extended-quality television (EQTV), and high-definition television (HDTV).

The output of other real-time image processing systems, such as recognition systems,22 is notan

image but some interpretation of the input image. There are many applications for such systems, includ

ing robotics and automated manufacturing. Although the output of these systems may contain less infor

mation than the input, high-speed A/D conversion and digital processing are still required for real-time

operation. Therefore, these systems arealso sensitive to the cost of the A/D conversion.

A key goal in both kinds of digital video systems is the development of inexpensive video-rate A/D

converters.

2.3. Characterization

In this section, the characterization of video-rate A/D converters is presented. The subject is

divided into two parts, static and dynamic characterization,based on the frequency of the input signal to

the A/D converter. For DC and low-frequency input signals, the characterization is considered static in

the sense that the input signal changes little, if at all, between consecutive samples. While static require

ments have been standardized through the design of audio-rate A/D converters, such requirements are not

enough to guarantee adequate video-rate A/D conversion. For input signal finequencies approaching half

the sampling rate, the characterization is considered dynamic. Although dynamic characterization of

video-rate A/D converters is not standardized, it is important because it is a closer approximation to real

use than is static characterization.

2.3.1. Static Characterization

Static characterization of A/D converters involves a description of the transfer curve measured

with a DC input signal. The transfer curve is a plot of the digital output on the y axis versus analog input

on the x axis; both ideal and nonideal curves are shown for a 3-bit example in Figure 2.2. Ideally, the
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transfer curve resembles a staircase whose steps are spread equally from negative to positive full scale.

The input voltages at which the digital outputchangesare called transition voltages. The voltagediffer

ence between two consecutive transition voltages is the width of a step; the width of all steps in the ideal

case are equal to one least significant bit (LSB). Assume that the code is offset binary; a negative full-

scale input produces code0, anda positive full-scale input produces code 2^-1, where N is theresolu

tion. Nonidealities are described as offset,gain, and nonlinearity errors by drawing a characteristic line

through a real curve.

The characteristic line is defined by twopoints: the intersection of code 1 and the transition voltage

between codes 0 and 1and the intersection ofcode 2^-1 and the transition voltage between codes 2N -2

and 2N -1. The region along the xaxis between these two points isdivided into 2N - 2 steps, where the

width of each step is 1 LSB,and each step corresponds to one code. The characteristic line is givenby

the following equation.

x(y) =2JZ± +v(l); fOrv=0 2*-l (2.1)
m

where v is the code number,

x (y) is the input for code y,

m is the slope,

• 2*-2
V(2"-l)-y(l)

and V(y) is the transition Voltage betweencodes y and y -1.

The slope of the characteristic line is the gain of the A/D converter. Because the converter is assumed to

use an offset-binary output code, the offset of the A/D converter is the input that produces code 2N~l.

This isabout equal totheinput voltage at theintersection between thecharacteristic line andy = 2N~l.

gain = m (2.2)

offset =V(2N~l)
2n-i _ 1

offset-- L+ V(l)
m

If the x axis is measured in LSBs instead of in Volts, the slope of the characteristic line is 1 , and
LSB

the equation of the line takes a simple form.



x(y)=y -1 +V(1) (2.3)

Nonlinearity in the real transfer curve is described in comparison to the characteristic line, and is

divided into two categories, differential and integral nonlinearity. Differential nonlinearity (DNL) is

defined for each code as the deviationof the corresponding step width from 1 LSB.

DNL(y) =V(y+l)- V(y)- 1LSB-, fory =1,..., 2"-2 (2.4)

DNL(y) =0; fory =0and2/v-1

where y is the code number, and

V(y ) is the transition Voltage between codes y and y -1, in LSBs.

Integral nonlinearity (INL) is defined for each code as the transition voltagebetween this code and the

next lowest code minus the input voltage corresponding to this code determined from the characteristic

line.

INL(y) =V(y)-x(y)\. fory =0 2^-1 (2.5)

where y is the code number,

V(y) is thetransition Voltage between codes y and y -1, in LSBs; fory = 1 2^-1,

V(0) = VQ.)-lLSB,and

x(y)is defined in Equation 2.3.

Note that the INL for any code can alsobe computed as the sum of the DNL for all smallercodes.

INL(y)=%DNL(i) (2.6)
»=i

To prove this, substitute Equation 2.3 into Equation 2.5.

INL(y) = V(y)-V(l)-(y-l)

INL(y) = V(2)-V(l) + VQ)-V(2)+ ••• +K(y)- V(y - l)-(y - 1)

INL(y)=%V(i +l)-V(i)-yJTl
i=l i=l

INL(y) =yJZDNL(j)
i=l

If the gain and offset are constant, they do not limit converter performance because, if necessary,

their effects are eliminated by common gain-controland offset-nulling circuits on the system level. Since
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video systems do not correct linearity errors, however, A/D converter nonlinearity limits video system

performance. The nonlinearity of the converter is usually summarized as the maximum absolute DNL

and INL. Because the INL is just the sum of DNL (see Equation 2.6), the maximum absolute DNL is

equal to the largest change in the INL from one code to the next Therefore, the maximum absolute DNL

is less than or equal to twice the maximum absolute INL. For example, if the INL is bounded between

±0.5 LSB, the DNL must be bounded between ±1 LSB. The converse may not hold because if the DNL

does not alternate between positive and negative values, the INL will accumulate in one direction or the

other. However, if the DNL is bounded between ±1 LSB, the distance between transitions is less than 2

LSB, and the A/D converter has a desirable characteristic: each code exists for some distinct input range

(i.e., no missing codes).

23.2. Dynamic Characterization

Dynamic characterization, involving input-signal frequencies approaching half the sampling rate, is

also important to measure the performance of video-rate A/D converters. Because these requirements are

notstandardized, various dynamic tests, ranging from none4 toapplication-oriented tests such asdifferen

tial gain and phase8 areoften used. Several dynamic tests are presented below. Because nosingle test is

able to entirely characterize the conversion, some combination of tests will have to be done.

23.2.1. Bandwidth

A conceptually simple method of dynamic characterization is to measure the large-signal

bandwidth. The bandwidth must be much larger than the maximum input frequency to ensure a flat

passband and to limit the difference between the group delay of high and low frequency input signals.

Thismethod hasbeenused by itselftodynamically characterize at leastonehigh-speed A/D converter.14

Although necessary, a high-enough bandwidth is not adequate proof of dynamic performance because it

does not guarantee high-enough linearity or low-enough noise.



23.2.2. Beat Frequency Test

Another method of characterization is to examine the reconstructed output of the A/D converter

while the input is a spectrally pure sine wave. For low-enough-frequency input, the amplitude of the out

put will change by an amount less than or equal to 1 LSB per sample. Under this condition, missing

codes and other gross nonlinearities shouldbe readily apparent with an oscilloscope. For high-frequency

input, however, the output will often change by more than 1 LSB per sample, and such examination will

be impossible. To overcome this limitation, the input frequency can be made slightly greater (or less)

than the sampling frequency so that the input completes just more (or less) than one cycle between con

secutivesamples. The outputof the converter will thenbe a quantized beatsignal whose frequency is the

difference between the input frequency and the samplingrate. The beat signal frequency can be made as

small as desired, and a visual check for distortion should again be easy. Because the converter is not

expected to be able to accurately digitize input signals with frequency greater than half the samplingrate,

however, such a test is severe. To reduce the severity of the test, the input frequency can be made

slightly less than one-half the input samplingrate. If the A/D converter output is sampled at one-half its

input sampling rate, the beat frequency is the difference between the frequency of the sine wave and

one-half the sampling rate. This method of generating the beat signal uses an input frequency for which

the converter should achieve satisfactory performance.

The beat signal can also be examined analytically. For example, as described in the next two sec

tions, it can be used to determine thelinearity and signal-to-noise ratio of the converter for the input that

produced the beat signal If the results of these measurements are compared against those from when the

frequency of the input signal is equal to the the beat signal frequency, a measure of the associatedreduc

tion in the performance of the input sample-and-hold circuit is obtained.

23.23. Dynamic Linearity

The most obvious method of dynamic characterization of an A/D converter is the extension of the

static linearity characterization to input frequencies up to half the sampling rate. A code-density test can

beused for this purpose.23*24 Such a test involves making ahistogram of the output codes obtained while
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an input with a known probability density function is applied. The histogram is normalized by the den

sity function, and the DNL and INL are calculated. Because the test is statistical in nature, all output

codes do not have to be collected. Instead, a random selection of output codes can be used; therefore, the

histogram hardware need not operate in real time. However, because the test is statistical, it cannot be

used to check for monotonicity, noise, or linearity dependence on the direction in which the input signal

changes. Furthermore, although the test measures the DNL well, it has difficulty in measuring the INL

because so many samples are required for accurate measurement that, by the time the measurement is

complete, test conditions that affect the INL (such as the reference voltage) may have changed.

23.2.4. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) characterization involves testing the output that the A/D converter pro

duces while the input is a spectrally pure sine wave. The ratio, in decibels, of the output power at the

input signal frequency to the output power for all other frequencies between DC and half the sampling

rate is the SNR. When greater than about 10 dB, the SNR is about equal to the ratio of the measured out

put power before the bandstop filter in Figure 2.3 to that after the filter.

Astn(2nftat) Q
ADC —»

Ideal

DAC
—¥ r A -

4L a

i ' ir

Clock Signal
+

Noise
Noise

Figun3 2.3 - SNR test co nfigijration

If the A/D converter is perfectly linear and if the changes in input amplitude are much larger than

a2
the quantization step width, it can be shown that the quantization noise power is -±r-, where q is the

quantization stepwidth and is equal to 1 LSB.25 Such noise is ideally independent of both the level and

frequency of the input as long as the level does not overload the converter but is big enough to randomize
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the output codes. Note that inputs whose amplitude is similar to q can also be encoded with a noise

2

power of 2— by superimposing on them a dither signal, a large-amplitude signal that is removed after

quantization. For a fixed input frequency, the SNR thus increases directly with the input level until the

overload point is reached. The maximum SNR occurs for a full-scale sine wave input. Let the peak-to-

A2
peak amplitude of a full-scale sine wave be 2A; its mean square amplitude is then —. For N-bit resolu-

2A
tion, the magnitude of the quantization step width is: q = —. The familiar form of the maximum SNR

is now derived for an ideal A/D converter with N-bit resolution.

maximum SNR =

Al
2

12

12A

(2A)2
>2tf

=[l.5(2^)]

After taking the log of the above expression and multiplying by 10, it is seen that the maximum SNR, in

dB, equals:

maximum SNR = 6.02N + 1.76 dB (2.7)

In addition to measuring the maximum SNR, the SNR can be measured as a function of both the

root-mean-squared (RMS) input level and frequency, and the results can be summarized on a graph of

SNRon they axis versus RMSinput level onthex axis with input signal frequency asa parameter. Fig

ure 2.4 shows such a graph for an ideal 8-bit A/D converter. Ideally, for constant input frequency, the

SNR decreases by 6 dB per octave for decreasing RMS input signal level until the input reaches the noise

floor. The ratio, in dB, of the level of a full-scale input to the level of the noise floor is the dynamic
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Figure 2.4 - SNR versus input level for an ideal 8-bit ADC

range. In real A/D converters, however, owing to nonlinearity effects, the slope of the curve may be less

than 6 dB per octave. Also, although the SNR is ideally independent of the input frequency, in real A/D

converters, the maximum SNR decreases with increasing input frequency because of limitations in the

sample-and-hold circuit.

Figure 23 shows that a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter can be used to test the A/D converter.

Here, so that the A/D converter limits the test results, the static and dynamic characteristics of the D/A

converter (DAC) must be at least four times better than those of the A/D converter. To eliminate the

effect of the D/A converter, the output of the A/D converter can be analyzed digitally. Such analysis
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involves storing the output codes obtained while a spectrally pure sinusoidal input is applied. The output

codes are transformed from the time domain into the frequency domain by a discrete Fourier transform

(DFT). The power at the fundamental frequency of the sine wave is considered signal power, and the

power at all other frequencies above DC and up to and including half the sampling frequency are con

sidered noise power. Since only a finite number of output codes are stored, this procedure is equivalent

to taking the transform of a sequence of output codes first multiplied by a rectangular window function

equal to one for the sampled codes and zero otherwise. The transform of such a rectangular window

function is a frequency-sampled T—-£— function, where / is the frequency, and has non-zero side
7C/T

lobes at frequencies other than multiples of the sampling frequency; see Figure2.5.

0 —I I— Time
-T/2 T/2

-4/T -3/T -2/T -1/T 0 1/T 2/T 3/T 4/T

Figure 2.5 - Rectangular window and its spectrum

-Frequency

Therefore, unless the window contains an integral number of periods of the input sine wave, the side

lobes will distort the sampled output spectrum. To reduce this side-lobe distortion, the output samples
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can be multiplied by another window function before the transformation. A Hanning window is usually

selected for this purpose.26 Because such a window widens the main lobe in the output spectrum slightly,

the spectral power at a few frequencies on both sides of the input frequency must be included in the sig

nal power.

The measured A/D converter noise consists of both intrinsic quantization error and extrinsic har

monic distortion, where the distortion arises from nonlinearity. The total harmonic distortion (THD) can

be computed from the DFT output for a full-scale sinusoidal input by dividing the output power at the

fundamental frequency by the sum of the output power at all other harmonics of the input.

r//Z) =101og10-^1- (2.8)

*=2

where p* is theoutput power atthek"1 harmonic.

In practice, harmonics with frequency greater than half the sampling frequency are aliased back into the

base band, and all harmonics with amplitude greater than the noise floor should be included in the sum

mation. If nonlinearity limits the maximum SNR, the THD - maximum SNR.

SNR characterization overcomes a limitation that occurs in measuring INL with a code-density

test; that is, because it takes many fewer samples to measure the SNR than the INL, the SNR test is not as

sensitive to changes in test conditions as is the code-density test Through the THD, the SNR test can be

used to estimate the maximum absolute INL.

maximum \INL\=N-^- (2.9)
o

The SNR test, however, gives little information about DNL and missing codes because the SNR is not

measured as a function of the DC offset of low-level sinusoidal inputs. While this connection could be

made, the DNL is efficiently measured using the code density test

23.2.5. Noise Power Ratio

Like the SNR test, the noise power ratio (NPR) is a measure of the amount of noise added to a sig-
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nal by the A/D converter under specified conditions. Instead of applying a deterministic input to the con

verter as in the SNR test, the NPR test requires a random input whose amplitude for all time follows a

Gaussian probability density function. Figure 2.6 shows the NPR test configuration; the NPR is the ratio,

in dB, of two measures of the total output power in one given frequency band, the slot power.

Gaussian (ZS\
Noise \y

V2 vr ADC —•
Ideal

DAC
A
fsIot

a A

"

• V • Clock

fs

Slot

Noise

Figure 2.6 - NPR test configuration

First the slot power is measured while the Gaussian input contains this band; second, the slot power is

measured with this band filtered out of the input The slot powerin the second case is caused by quanti

zation error and nonideality in the A/D converter.

The NPR can be measured as a function of the RMS input noise level with slot frequency as a

parameter, where the RMS inputnoiselevel is the standard deviation, a, of the Gaussian input; see Fig

ure2.7. Forsmallo\ the probability that the inputexceeds full-scale at any time is negligible. Here, the

slot powerconsists mostlyof quantization error power andis nearly independent of the inputnoise level;

therefore, the slope of a NPRversus RMS input noise levelcurve is about 6 dB peroctave in thisregion.

As a increases, however, the probability of clippingincreases. When clipping occurs, it produces inter-

modulation products that along with the quantization noise, contribute to the noise floor. Such distortion

becomes significant when the probability ofclipping becomes greater than about 10"5,27 corresponding to

a =
1

4.42
VFSt where the input range is ±VFS. The noise power ratiocurves thus reach their peak values

for an input level of about -12.9 dB. Although the peak NPR occurs for such a small input level, NPR

testing places dynamic stress on the A/D converter by moving the input both randomly and rapidly.

Because Gaussian noise with suitable bandwidth models the characteristics of a frequency-division-
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Figure 2.7 - NPR versus noise level for an ideal 8-bit ADC

multiplexed (FDM) signal,NPR testing is widely usedto characterize the transmission of such signals.26

In this sense, it is an application-oriented specification and is not considered further in this thesis.

2.3.2.6. Differential Gain and Phase

Differential gain and phase are also application-oriented measurements used for testing systems

processing standard color television pictures.

A color image consists of three components: brightness, hue, and saturation. The brightness is the

apparent intensity; the hue is the observed color, the saturation is the degree to which the observed color

is pure and not diluted by white. The brightness determines the variation of gray from black to white and

is referred to in television applications as the luminance. Together, the hue and saturation determine the
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degree to which a color differs from a gray with the same brightness and are referred to in television

applications as the chrominance. The composite video signal consists of both the luminance and the

chrominance.

According to the National Television System Committee (NTSQ standards, the part of the fre

quency spectrum assigned to television broadcasting is allocated in 6-MHz increments to each broadcast

ing station. Figure 2.8 shows the envelope of the spectrum of a NTSC channel.

Amplitude

Picture
carrier

* 1.25 MHz
Color Sound

0„K/W^w» carrier
subcarrier Ac 7c mWt
4.83 MHz *5'75 Mtlz

4.2 MHz

4.5 MHz

T •

0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 5.45 6 freq. (MHz)
3579545 MHz *\

Figure 2.8 - Frequency spectrum of a NTSC channel

First, the saturation and hue respectively modulate theamplitude and thephaseof a single colorsubcar

rier within thecomposite video signal at 3.579545 MHz. Then thecomposite video signal modulates the

amplitude of a picture carrier at 1.25 MHz, and the sound modulates the frequency of a sound carrier

whosefrequency is 4.5 MHzabovethatof thepicture carrier.28'29

Figure 2.9 shows the detailed spectrum of the demodulated luminance and chrominance signals;

the spectrum of thecomposite video signal is the superposition of the luminance andchrominance spec-

trums. Asa resultof horizontal sweep sampling, theluminance consists of discrete energy components at

harmonics of the line-scanning frequency, 15.734 kHz, or equivalendy, at evenharmonics of one-half the

line-scanningfrequency. For adequate color bandwidth and to make color television transmission com

patible with black-and-white television reception, the color subcarrier frequency was chosen to be 455
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Figure 2.9 - Frequency spectrum of a NTSC composite video signal

times one-half the line-scanning frequency; therefore, the chrominance consists of discrete energy com

ponents at odd harmonics of one-half the line-scanning frequency. If the television image is stationary,

owing to vertical sweep sampling, discrete sidebands separated by the frame rate (60 Hz) occur in

bunches around both luminance and chrominance components.

Because the saturation and hue simultaneously modulate the amplitude and phase of the color sub-

carrier, the color quality in the NTSC system is sensitive to both amplitude and phase distortions of this

carrier. In particular, since the chrominance rides on top of the luminance, it is important that both the

amplitude and phase of the chrominance signal have no more than a weak dependence on the amplitude

of the luminance. Differential gain is the percentage change in the chrominance amplitude and differen

tial phase is the difference in the chrominance phase both as a function of specified large changes in the

luminance.30

As described above, the luminance and chrominance are separated from each other in frequency

space. In a perfectly linear system, they will be independent of each other. Nonlinearity anywhere in the

system, however, causes mtermodulation and allows interaction between the luminance and
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chrominance. While video-rate A/D converters are often characterized by differential gain and phase

measurements, dynamic linearity measurements are completely adequate and more basic in their revela

tions about the characteristics of the converter; therefore, differential gain and phase are not considered

further in this thesis.

2.4. Specifications

The requirements on the A/D converters for standard color television systems and real-time video

processing systems are presented below.

2.4.1. Encoding of Composite Video Signals

Standard practice in digitizing a NTSC color signal is to encode the composite video signal into

pulse-code modulation (PCM) form, in which the signal is sampled periodically, quantized into discrete

values, and represented as a series of pulses in a binary code. A PCM NTSC picture consists of about

220,000 picture elements (pixels) with about 4S0 pixels per line and about 485 unblanked lines.

The bandwidth of the composite videosignalis about4.2 MHz. Owing to the discretenatureof the

spectrum of thecomposite video signal, withcomb filters, sub-Nyquist encoding of NTSC signals is pos

sible.31 To avoid the complicated filtering operation needed to overcome aliasing caused by sub-Nyquist

encoding and to cope with the frequency responses of real anti-alias filters, however, a conversion rate of

at least 10 Ms/s is needed.

It turns out, furthermore, that the visibility of beat patterns between the quantizing noise and the

color signal on the televisionscreen is reducedif the signal is sampledat an integer multipleof the color

subcarrier frequency.32 Toavoid aliasing, the multiple isgreater than 2. Because the color subcarrier fre

quency, fc, is an odd multiple of one-half the line frequency, if the videosignal is sampledat 3 timesthe

subcarrier frequency, the sampling rate, /„ becomes an oddmultiple of one-halfthe line frequency. The

number of samples in each group of 2 sequential lines of the television picture is therefore odd, and the

number of samples per line is not constant; instead it alternately increases and decreases by one sample

per line. Figure 2.10a shows that, as a result, samplesin sequentiallines are misaligned. Here, unlessthe
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Figure 2.10 - Frequency spectrum of ai NTSC composite video signal

samples are somehow vertically aligned, comb filters that separate the luminance and chrominance are

difficult to build.33 One way to vertically align the samples, is to use phase alternating line encoding

(PALE),34 in which the encoding phaseis reversed from line to line. On theotherhand, if thevideo sig

nal is sampled at 4 times the color subcarrier frequency, the sampling rate becomes an even multiple of

the line frequency, and samples in all lines of the television image are vertically aligned; see Figure

2.10b. Here, comb filters that separate the luminance and chrominance signals are easy to build. In sum-
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mary, while sampling at 3 times the color subcarrier frequency requires the lowest bit rate, sampling at 4

times the color subcarrier frequency requires the simplest comb filter. Both sampling rates are used in

practice;35 therefore, theconversion rate is either 10.7 or 14.3 Ms/s for NTSC systems. For Phase Alter

nating Line (PAL) and Sequential Couleur a Memoire (SECAM) systems, for which the color subcarrier

frequency is about 4.43MHz,36 thecorresponding conversion rate is either 13.3 or 17.7 Ms/s.

Although 8-bit resolution is usually used to quantize a composite video signal into one of 256 lev

els, subjective testing has shown that this application requires about 7-bit resolution.37'38 About 7-bit

linearity, 40 dB of signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) for full-scale input signals, and 40 dB of dynamic range

(DR) are also required. It is important that the A/D converter attain this performance for input signals of

any magnitude up to and including full-scale over the entire video band, DC to 4.2 MHz; therefore, the

input sample-and-hold operationmust also achieve this level of performance.

2.42. Real-Time Image Processing

Requirements for other real-time image processing systems (such as automated manufacturing,

EQTV, HDTV, medical imaging, motion recognition, pattern recognition, robotics, special effects, and

teleconferencing) are much more varied than for standard television, but have as a common factor

conversion rates in the 5-100-Ms/s range. For example, in the image-processing labat Berkeley, a pat

tern recognition system uses conversion rates of both 5 and 10 Ms/s.22 Also, according to the American

Television System Committee (ATSQ standards, HDTV systems with 1125 [mes will use asampling
frame

rate of 74.25 MHz.39 In some applications, resolution greater than 8 bits is required. For example, in

digital video studios, wherehigh picture fidelity is required, 9-bitor 10-bitresolution is required to allow

extensive digital signal processing of the video image without SNRdegradation.40 Also, in pattern recog

nition systems searching for details in the presence of widely different amounts of ambient light, more

than 8-bit resolution is required to achieve wide dynamic range without analog automatic gain control

(AGC). The key point is that 8-bit resolution and 15-MHz conversion rate are not the ultimate

specifications for video-rate A/D conversion.



Chapter 3 - Architecture Review and Comparison

3.1. Introduction

Currently, there are three conversion architectures that have been used in CMOS technologies to

try to meet the video-rate objectives. In chronological order, they are: flash, subranging, and pipelined

architectures. In this chapter, these architectures arereviewed and their theoretical and real performances

are compared against each other and against the video-rate specifications. Also, oversampling architec

tures are considered for this application but shown to require too high sampling rates for current CMOS

technologies.

3.2. Flash Architecture

One architecture for a N-bit A/D conversion compares the input simultaneously to 2N - 1linearly

gradedreferences. Because the comparisons are made at evenly spacedreferences in the same interval of

time, such a conversion is said to use a parallel or flash architecture. Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram of

a N-bit flash A/D converter. It consists of a resistorstring, a bank of latchedcomparators, and a digital

encoding circuit The resistor string divides thereference into 2N regions of equal potential difference,

and provides the voltages at the boundaries of theseregions as reference voltages to the bank of compara

tors. The analog input is alsoconnectedto every comparator. With theiroutputsunlatched, the compara

tors track the difference between the input and their references. All the comparators are then latched

simultaneously to digitize the input Because the comparator outputs are only high for comparators

whose references are less than the input, the comparator bank outputs form a thermometer code in which

the high outputs rise only to the reference nearest to but less than the input To complete the conversion,

the digital outputs of the comparators are decoded from thermometer code to binary.

3.2.1. Advantages

The primary advantage of the flash conversion architecture is its high conversion rate. By pipelin

ing the digital decoding operation, it occurs while another input is sampled and digitized; therefore, only

22
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2 clock phases are required perconversion, corresponding to the latched andunlatched states of thecom

parators. Furthermore, because the pipelined information is entirely digital, it can be rapidly transferred

to 1-bit accuracy between registers. The speed of this architecture is therefore only limited by the speed

of the comparators and logic.

If thereference is divided by a resistor string, thedivided reference exhibits inherent monoranicity;

thatis, the reference voltage between any pointon thestring andtheend with thelowestvoltage is anon-

decreasing function of increasing distance between the two points. The transfer curves of resistor string

based flash converters can therefore be made monotonic. This is an important advantage in control
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systems in which nonmonotonicbehaviorcan causeoscillations but unimportant in most video-rateappli

cations.

3.2.2. Limitations

Although flash architecturesusually yield the highest conversion rates, they tend to have large area,

power dissipation, and input capacitance. Because flash converters require one comparator per LSB, all

N
three quantities are proportional to 2 , where N is the resolution. This exponential relationship between

its key parameters and resolution limits theresolution of flash converters.41 For example, in discrete and

modular form, flash converters have been used for a long time with 4-bit or less resolution. While

monolithic techniques have extended the limiton resolution to 10bits,3 in CMOS technologies, thereso

lution is currendy limited to no more than 8 bits.42

In a flash converter, the offsets of the comparators pose limits to the performance of the converter.

The offset is a random variable whose mean represents the systematic component of the offset present in

all the comparators and whose standard deviation represents the random component of the offset and

accounts for variations in the offsets between different comparators. While nonzero mean causes only an

input-referred converter offset, nonzero standard deviation causes nonlinearity. For maximum

DNL < 0.5 LSB and maximum INL < 0.5 LSB, the variations in the offsets of all the comparators in a

flash converter must be between ±1/2 LSB. To meet this requirement in CMOS technologies, the offsets

on the comparators are usually canceled by closing a feedback loop around a gain stage in the comparator

and storing a voltage about equal to the offset on a capacitor. Figure 3.2 shows such a circuit and a

transfer curve of a gain stage with nonzero offset and finite gain. With the feedback loop closed, the

input of the gain stage must equal the output, and a line through the origin of the transfer curve with a

slope of 1 is drawn to represent this equality; therefore, the voltage stored on the capacitor, Vc, is deter

mined by the intersection of this line and the transfer curve.
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v: =
1+A

where A is the open loop gain

andVtf is theojflfef.

When the feedback loop opens, if the left side of the capacitor is used as the input to the offset-canceled

gain stage, the capacitoris in serieswith the gainstage;therefore, if other effects are ignored, the amount

of uncanceled offset, V^^^ is:

<#

'off
uncanctUd ~

1+A

The offset is canceled to the extent that it is small and the gain is large.
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In high-speed comparators, the random offset tends to be large. The random portion of the offset

has a component that is proportional to theoverdrive, Vgs - Vt1 of theinput transistors in thecomparator.

The transition frequency, /T, of any transistor in a CMOS process is also proportional to the overdrive.

Because high-speed circuits need to use transistors with large fT, they have a random offset component

that is inherently larger than that of corresponding low-speed circuits.

Also, in high-speed comparators, the gain tends to be small. To prevent oscillation while the feed

back loop is closed, the magnitude of the gain is usually decreasedas a function of increasing frequency

at 6 dB/octave; therefore, the gain stages within high-speed offset-canceled comparators usually each

have one pole within the feedback loop. While the gain of each stage is limited by the one-pole fre

quency response, because the maximum gain-bandwidth product (GBW) is constant for a gain stage with

one pole, the gain needed for adequate offset cancellationcan be obtained at the expense of bandwidth to

some extent; however, high bandwidth is also needed for video comparators. In flash converters that do

not use an input S/H amplifier, the comparators must track the input accurately before they are latched.

Because the bandwidth of a gain stage in a comparator is limited, the outputs of the gain stages are

shifted in phase. If the bandwidth is greater than about50 MHz, the change in the phase will be less than

about 5°; thisis a necessary condition for acceptable NTSCcolor television viewing.43*44 The GBW is at

most limited by fT; in the MOSIS 3-micron CMOS process, fT = 800Mtfz for a n-channel transistor

with 0.5 V of overdrive and/r =40OMHz for a corresponding p-channeltransistor. With a bandwidth of

50 MHz, the gain will therefore be less thanabout 10,and no more than 90% of the inherently high offset

can be canceled by a circuit such as the one in Figure 3.2.

For all these reasons, offset cancellation at video rates is difficult Although CMOS offset cancel

lation techniques have overcome these problems at an 8-bit level, the accuracy with which the offset can

be canceled at video rates may cause a limitation at higher resolutions. The key point is that, for video-

rateconversion, an important limitation of the flasharchitecture is that it requires offset cancellation.

Because of the difficulty of realizing an operational amplifier (op amp) in CMOS technologies that

is fast enough to drive the inherently large input load, flash converters usually do not use an input S/H
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amplifier, causing another limitation. When each comparator must do its own S/H operation, differences

in the the instantaneous inputs of each comparator at the sampling moment or in the sampling moments

themselves introduce additional distortion into the conversion. The equation of a sine wave input Vit

with amplitude, A, and angular frequency, cot-, is:

Vi=Ajwi(©,0. (3.3)

For small amounts of time skew, the extra error power, Ep, is:45

AWo2
2

where at is the standard deviation of the sampling period.

*,* £"*-. (3.4)

A2
The average power in a sinusoidal input is —. If all other noise sources are ignored, using Equation

3.4, the allowable at for a SNR of40 dB is:

c,*ML. (3.5)

For the highest frequency video signal, 4.2 MHz, a, £ 31$ps.

A similar result is obtained from a more qualitativecalculation than above. The maximum slope

for any time of a full-scale sinusoidal input is:

If the input is full scale,

d(Yi)

d(t)
=Aa>,. (3.6)

max

i"»=fr. (3-7>
where N is the resolution.

The minimum time that the input takes to change in amplitude by 1 LSB, / lt is:

'1 = -Zn~[—seconds. (3.8)
2N lco,-

For 8-bit resolution and a 4.2-MHz input t x> 296ps. Thus if the timing jitter is less than 296 ps in an
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otherwise ideal 8-bit A/D converter, the amplitude error in sampling a sinusoidal input with any fre

quency up to 4.2 MHz and any amplitude up to full scale is less than 1 LSB. The conversion is then

accurate to at least 7 bits, and the corresponding maximum SNR is about 42 dB.

Although it is possible to obtain 40 dB of SNR for a full-scale sine wave input at 4.2 MHz without

a S/Hamplifier in a CMOS flash converter,7* 8«9 thekey point is that thedifficulty of using a dedicated

S/H amplifier is an important disadvantage of the flash architecture. With a dedicated S/H amplifier, the

entire issue of timing jitter between the sampling instants of the many comparators is eliminated.

Although flash architectures provide the highest conversion rates of all the architectures under considera

tion, they are often limited by reduced performance at high input signal frequencies.

3.3. Subranging Architecture

The limitations of the flash architectureare caused by the exponential relationship between its key

parameters and resolution. For resolutions less than about 4 bits, the area, power dissipation, and input

capacitanceare at manageable levels; therefore, multistage architectures, such as the subrangingarchitec

ture, that use low-resolution flash converters as building blocks, can overcome these limitations.

Subranging A/D converters are a subclass of successive approximation converters in the sense that

the conversion takes place in a sequence of comparison operations each of which results in the elimina

tion of a group of subregions of the conversion range from further examination about whether they con

tain the input In successive approximation converters, the search is usually binary, so that after each

comparator decision, the number of remaining subregions that must be tested is reduced by a factor of

two. Consequently, the successive approximation technique usually requires N intervals of time where

each interval involves one comparison operation, and N is the resolution of the conversion. As a result

successive approximation architectures are not usually fast enough for video-rate applications. In

subranging A/D converters, on the other hand, the number of bits determined on each cycle of operation

is greater than 1 but less than N; therefore, subrangingarchitectures represent a compromise between the

flash and successive approximation techniques.
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Figure 3.3 shows a conceptual block diagram of a 2-step, N-bit subranging A/D converter.
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Figure 3 .3 - Blc>ck diac step, N-bit subranging A/D converter

It consists of a sample-and-hold block, two N/2-bit A/D subconverters, a N/2-bit D/A converter, and a

subtractor. To begin a conversion, the input is sampledand held. The held input is then converted into a

digitalcode by the coarseA/D subconverter andback into an analogsignalby a D/A converter. The D/A

converter output is subtracted from the held input producing a residue that is digitized by the fine A/D

converter. After thedigital outputs from bothsubconverters are decoded intobinary, thedecoded outputs

from the second stage are appended to those from the first stage to produce aN-bitbinary output

3.3.1. Advantages

The primary advantage of the subranging conversion architecture is that it requires less hardware

than a flash architecture. Although Figure 3.3 shows two separate A/D subconverters, in CMOS techno

logies, these functions can be merged together in the actual implementation. For example, one resistor

string with 2N elements may be used to divide the reference for both of the A/D subconversions and the

D/A conversion. An array of 2Na-1 voltage comparators may be time shared between the two A/D

functions. Figure 3.4 shows how this maybe done for oneoffset-canceled comparator with a 4-phase,

nonoverlapping clock. After the input is sampled at the end of <J>lt the comparators are referenced
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Output

Figure 3.4 - Possible input connections of one comparator in a subranging converter

through transmission gates to 2Na-1 coarsely spaced taps on the resistor string during <t>2 to decide the

N/2 most significant bits at the end of this phase. During <j>3, the appropriate subset of finely spaced D/A

converter output levels are selected; this operation is not shown in the figure. Finally, the inputs of the

comparators are referenced to these D/A output levels through transmission gates during <j>4 to encode the

remaining bits at the end of this phase. For 8-bit resolution, for example, this corresponds to 16 compara

tors (one for overflow) as opposed to one comparatorin the successive approximation case. This number

is much smaller, however, than the 256 comparatorsrequired in the flashcase. Even if two separatecom

parator arrays are used, only 2iV/2+1 -1 comparators are required, which is equal to 31 for 8-bit resolu

tion. In either case, the decrease in the number of comparators from that required in a flash converter

causes correspondingreductions in the areaand input capacitance of subrangingconverters.
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Another advantage of the subranging architecture is that it does not require the use of an op amp.

Because high-speed op amps are difficult to realize, a common goal in the design of subranging A/D con

verters is to avoid using op amps. To meet this goal, the S/H function is embedded into the A/D sub-

conversions as in a flashconverter, see Figure3.4, in which the input is sampled at the end of (fo. Since a

subranging architecture requires fewer comparators than a flash architecture, the problem of sampling

jitter between comparators is correspondingly reduced. Furthermore, because subrangingconverters use

so few comparators and need no op amps, their power dissipation can be the smallest of the architectures

under consideration.

332. Limitations

Although the ability to operate without an op amp is a key advantage of subranging architectures,

the absence of op amps causes some limitations. Without op amps, it is impossible to build parasitic-

insensitive S/Hamplifiers. Without interstage S/H amplifiers, thecurrent sample mustpropagate through

the entire converter before a new conversion can begin. In a 2-stage subranging converter, 4 clock

phases per conversion arerequired, one each for sampling, coarse A/D subconversion, D/A conversion,

and fine A/D subconversion. Two-step subranging converters are thus about half as fast as flash convert

ers. Furthermore, such subranging converters require 2 additional clockphases peradditional stage. One

extra phase is for D/A conversion and theother is for another A/D subconversion. Extra stages therefore

reduce the maximum conversion rate, and incurrendy available CMOS technologies, video-rate subrang

ing converters are limited to only two stages. This means that their area, power dissipation and input

N/2
capacitance are proportional to 2 ' andstill exponentially related to the resolution.

Not only does theabsence of op amps in a subranging converter mean that there are no interstage

S/Hamplifiers, but it also means thatthere is noinputS/Hamplifier. As mentioned in thelastsection, the

S/H function must then bemerged into the A/Dsubconversions. Although theproblem of sampling jitter

between comparators is diminished from that in a flash converter because of the reduction in the number

of comparators, theproblem is noteliminated. Also, for accurate conversions overtheentire input range,

all the S/H circuits must work accurately. Because accurate high-frequency sampling is a difficult
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operation to do even once per sample, the probabilityof multiple S/H circuits working well enough is less

than that of just one dedicated S/H circuit working well enough. Therefore, without op amps, subranging

converters still have difficulty in sampling high-frequency input signals.

If there is no op amp in a subrangingconverter, the interstagegain is equal to one, and the effect of

nonlinearity in the second stage is unattenuated on the linearity of the entire conversion. Therefore, as in

a flash converter, the variations in the offsets of all the comparators in a subranging converter without an

op amp must be between ±1/2 LSB. The need for offset cancellation here is unchanged from that in a

flash converter, and the associated speed tradeoffs are still problematic.

3.4. Pipelined Architecture

It has been shown above that multistage conversion architectures lessen some limitations of flash

architectures by reducing the total number of comparators. An enhanced multistage approach iterates the

conversion in hardware with interstage S/H amplifiers so that the stages can work concurrently on sam

ples and residues of different inputs; this approachis called pipelining. Pipelining eliminates the need for

the converter to wait for all the stages to finish their part in processing the present input before another

input can be sampled. Using a pipelined mode of operation in multistage architectures makes the max

imum conversion rate almost independent of the number of stages. Pipelined configurations have been

previously applied in high-performance, board-level converters, but had not been applied to monolithic,

CMOS A/D converters because of the difficulty of realizing high-speed, S/H gain functions in CMOS

technologies.

Figure 3.S shows a block diagram of a general pipelined A/D converter with k stages. Here the

total resolution, N, is:
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Figure 3.5 - Block diagram of a general pipelined A/D converter

N = n^+ ••• +»,.+ ••• + «*. (3.9)

As in a subranging converter, each stage contains a low-resolution A/D subconverter, a low-resolution

D/Aconverter, anda subtractor. The newelements in apipelined architecture are theS/Hamplifiers that

partition the pipeline intostages. Although each S/Hamplifier consists of onecircuit that provides sam

pling, holding, differencing, and amplifying functions, to simplify the explanation of the operation of

pipelined converters, Figure 3.5 shows three separate blocks to do these operations: a S/H block, a sub

tractor, andanamplifier. To begina conversion, the inputis sampled and held. As in a subranging con

verter, the held input is then converted into a digital code by the first-stage A/D subconverter and back

into an analog signal by the first-stage D/A converter. The D/A converter output is subtracted from the

heldinput, producing a residue that is amplified and sentto thenext stage, where thisprocess is repeated.

At thispoint another inputis sampled, andwhile the first stage processes the new input the second stage
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processes the amplified residue from the first stage. Once the pipeline is full, each stage processes the

amplified residue from the previous stage, and the residues correspond to successively sampled inputs.

Because sequential stages simultaneously work on residues from successively sampled inputs, the digital

outputs of each stage shown in Figure 3.S correspond to inputs sampled at different times. To align the

digital outputs in time so that all the outputs correspond to one sample of the input, extra digital registers

are required. For example, Figure 3.6 shows a block diagram of a 2-stage, pipelined A/D converter with

these registers.

Input
Stage 1

± i t

nj-bit
register

Amplified

Residue

i
Stage 2

l ± t

n«-bit

register

n*-bit

*\ register

"*N =n| +n2
.» Outputs

Figure 3.6 - Block diagram of a 2-stage pipelined A/D converter

After the digital outputs are aligned in time and converted to binary form, the outputs are appended

together to produce a N-bit binary output.

3.4.1. Advantages

A primary advantage of the pipelined architecture is its high throughput rate. The high throughput

rate of the pipelined architecture stems from concurrent operation of the stages. At any time, the first

stage operates on the most recent sample, while the next stage operates on the residue from the previous

sample, and so forth. If the A/D subconversions and D/A conversions are done with flash converters, a

pipelined architecture only needs two clock phases per conversion, the same as a flash architecture; how

ever, the pipelined information here is analog and more time is required to generate and transfer the
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analog residue with enough accuracy than to transfer the pipelined digital information with 1-bit accuracy

in the flash converter. Although flash architectures therefore make the fastest converters, pipelining a

multistage architecturemakes the maximum conversion rate almost independent of the number of stages.

This allows a degree of freedom not permitted in the design of video-rate subranging converters; that is,

the number of stages in a pipelined, multistage converter can be greater than two without reducing the

maximum conversion rate.

Another primary advantage of the pipelined architecture is its small required area and consequent

manufacturing cost The area of pipelined converters is small compared to those of flash converters

because pipelined converters require fewer comparators than flash converters. For example, the 9-bit

prototype pipelined converter described in Chapter 5 uses 28 comparators and requires a core area of

8500 square mils in a 3-micron, CMOS technology. If a 9-bit flash converter could be built in the same

technology, it would use 512 comparators, and based on the area required by existing flash convert-

ers,4,7'8'9'10 it would be more than ten times larger than the pipelined prototype. Not only is the area

small for pipelined converters but also it is linearly related to the resolution because, if the necessary

accuracy can be achieved through calibration or trimming, the resolution can be increased by adding

stages to the end of the pipeline without increasingthe number of clock phases required per conversion.

In contrast, flash and subranging architectures need exponential, rather than linear, increases in area to

increase theirresolution and alsorequire trimming or calibration for greater than 8-bitor 9-bit linearity;

therefore, while the areas of pipelined and subranging converters are similar for about 8-bit or 9-bit reso

lution, pipelined architectures will require much less area than subranging architectures for increased

resolution.

Other advantages of the pipelined architecture stem from the use of S/H amplifiers to isolate the

stages. First,because a S/H amplifiercan alsobe used on the input of the A/D converter, pipelined archi

tectures can accurately sample high-frequency input signals. Second, the interstage gains from these

amplifiers diminish the effects of nonidealities in all stages after the first stage on the linearity of the

entire conversion; furthermore, this allows the converter to use a digital correction technique with which
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nonlinearities in the A/D subconversions and offsets in both comparators and op amps have litde or no

effect on the overall linearity. The affects of interstage gain and digital correction on reducing the sensi

tivity ofpipelined converters to error sources are examined in Chapter 4.

3.4.2. Limitations

Because interstage gain diminishes the effects of error sources in all stages after the first and

because with ideal D/A converters, digital correction eliminates the effect of A/D subconverter nonlinear

ity, the D/A converter in the first stage determines the linearity of the entire A/D converter. Such D/A

converters can be implemented with resistor strings for linearities in the 8-bit to 9-bit range. For integral

linearity greater than 9 bits, the design of such a D/A converter is not trivial and either requires calibra

tion or trimming.

The main disadvantage of pipelined A/D converters is that they require the use of op amps to real

ize parasitic-insensitive, S/H amplifiers to do analog subtractionand amplificationat the sampling rate of

the A/D converter. Although the S/H amplifiers improve many aspects of the converter performance, the

op amps within the S/H amplifiers limit the speed of the pipelinedconverters. The 3-micron, CMOS pro

totype described in Chapter 5 is able to do these functions at 5 Ms/s. The maximum speed of such pro

cessing increases in scaled technologies, and video conversion rates should be achievable in 1.5-2-micron

CMOS technologies.

3.5. Oversampling Architecture

In the conversion architectures presented so far, the input is sampled and quantized with N-bit

resolution at a rate greater than but close to the Nyquist frequency. In oversampling A/D architec

tures,46,47'48 on theother hand, the input is sampled and quantized with less than N-bit resolution at a

rate that is many times larger than the Nyquist frequency. The ratio of the sampling frequency of the

oversampled architecture to that of the other architectures is called the oversampling ratio. Because

averaging the samples reduces the error made per sample, the resolution required to obtain about 6N dB

of SNR is less than N bits. Figure 3.7 shows a PCM coder and the corresponding output noise power
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The output noise spectral density, N(f), is constantbetween ±~.

N(f) == -£
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where q is the magnitude of the quantization step

and/, is the sampling frequency.

ForNyquist sampling, the total in-band noise, NT, is:

2
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(3.10)

(3.11)

From Equation 3.10, it can be seen that increasing the sampling frequency spreads the total quantization

noise, NT, outover an increased bandwidth. Using a low-pass filter whose bandwidth isfBWl the out-of-

band noiseis rejected, andthecorresponding in-band noise, NBW, becomes:
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Although simple oversampling and filtering of the quantization process therefore yields only 3 dB of

improvement in SNR for each doubling of the oversampling ratio, using feedback and integration around

the quantization process increases the effect of oversampling by making the noise spectral density an

increasing function of frequency so that the in-band noise component is further reduced.

Figure 3.8 shows a block diagram of a first-order, sigma-delta modulator.

(3.12)

It consists of a S/H block, an integrator, a 1-bit A/D converter, a 1-bit D/A converter, and a subtractor.

As a result of the negative feedback, the digital output oscillates in such a way that its average is equal to

the average input. If the quantization noise is uncorrelated with the input, the A/D converter can be

modeled by a linear gain, A, and an added noise error, e. This replacement is made in Figure 3.9, which

shows a sampled-data model of the modulator at discrete time, n. The difference equation that describes

the output, onf is:



*n+l +
^

Integrator

+£n> Unit
^ Delay

n n-l

n n n-l

ADC

Figure 3.9 - Sampled-data model of the sigma-delta modulator

on = *n+ «» - e»-i

where in is the znpur at time, n.

Q(z)The z-transform of the noise transfer function, ; ', is:
£(z)

£(z)
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n

(3.13)

(3.14)

In the z-plane, the noise transfer function therefore has a pole at the origin and a zero at z = 1. To find

the frequency response, let z =eya>r, where T isthe sample period and go isthe angular frequency. The

magnitude of the frequency response,
E2(f)

is:

Q2(f)
E2(f)

= 4sin2
cor =4sin2(jc/T) (3.15)

The sigma-delta modulator changes the frequency response of the quantization noise so thatmost of the

noise falls out of the baseband. If the baseband is much smaller than the sampling frequency, after

integration as shown in Figure 3.10, the average output noise power in thebaseband turns outto be pro-

fstw
portionalto

/,
. For a first-order modulator, thenoise in thebaseband is therefore reduced by 9 dB

peroctave increase in the sampling frequency instead of by 3 dB peroctave whenonly oversampling is
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Figure 3.10 - Output noise power spectrum of first-order sigma-delta modulator

applied. Although this, technique of adding an integrator and a feedback loop increases the noise reduc

tion by 6 dB per octave each time it is applied, more than two loops can cause instability problems and

are not considered further here.

The modulator generates a bit stream of ones and zeroes at the oversampling rate and pushes most

of the quantization noise out of the baseband. To convert into PCM form, the output of the modulator is

passed through a digital low-pass filter, from which the output is resampled at the down-sampled fre

quency,/<&. Figure 3.11 shows such an arrangement.

Input Sigma-Delta

Modulator

T

Digital

Low-Pass

Filter

ds

PCM
•

Output

Figure 3.11 - Block diagram of an oversampled A/D converter
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While maintaining adequate passband ripple, the filter smoothes the modulator output, attenuates the

out-of-band quantization noise, and decimates the sample rate. Owing to these many requirements, the

filter is often composed of at least two stages, where the first stage is a finite impulse response (FIR) filter

and does most of the decimation and the second stage is an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter and com

pensates for droop in the passband introduced by the FIR filter.

3.5.1. Advantages

Oversampling A/D conversion requires simple analog circuitry and is naturally compatible with

digital circuit technology and with the associated advantages of scaling. For a 1-bitquantizer in a first-

order modulator, the analog circuits consist of one switched-capacitor integrator and one regenerative

comparator. Ina single-ended version, of thetwocapacitors required in theintegrator, onlythesampUng

capacitor must be as linear as the conversion; there is nolinearity requirement on theintegrating capaci

tor. Furthermore, because any two points can represent a straight line, the 2-level D/A converter is

inherendy linear. Another important advantage is that the anti-alias requirement is reduced by the over-

sampling ratio.

3JS2. Limitations

While the advantages of oversampling stem from the high sampling rate, the main limitation in

using oversampling for video-rate applications is that the required oversampling rates are prohibitively

high. Assume thata 1-bitquantizer provides a peakSNR of about6 dB. To reach a SNR of 40 dB with

3dB of noise reduction per octave from straightforward oversampling, about 12 octaves of oversampling

are required. For a down-sampled video frequency of 10 MHz, theinput sampling rate mustbe about 40

GHz and is too high to be useful. With one feedback loop and the associated 9 dB per octave noise

reduction, about 4 octaves of oversampling are required. This corresponds to an input sampling rate of

about 160 MHz and a sampling period of about 6 nsand is still too fast for present CMOS technologies.

Although second-order modulation increases the noise reduction to 15 dB per octave of oversampling,

because the associated SNR peaks for input magnitude about 6 dB less than full scale, and owing to an
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offset of about 10 dB in the SNR curve introduced here, the effect of oversampling on the SNR is

reducedby about 16 dB; therefore, about 3.5 octavesof oversampling and a sampling rate of about 110

MHz arerequired, which is still too fast for presentCMOS technologies. Furthermore, such second order

modulators require more complicated analog front ends and digital filters than their first order counter

parts, and since they reduce the required samplingrateby only a smallamount for low SNR applications,

interest in their use in many video-rate applications is diminished.

If instead of a 1-bit A/D converter, a multi-bit flash quantizer is used, the magnitudeof the quanti

zation noise, q, is reduced before noise shapingby the increased resolution. While using a multi-bit A/D

converter in Figure 3.8 means that D/A converter must have the same resolution as the quantizer and

linearity at least as high as the corresponding peak SNR, a resistor string based D/A converter can meet

these requirements for about 8-bit or 9-bit linearity, as mentioned about pipelined A/D converters; there

fore, a multi-bit quantizer can be a useful element in reducing the required oversampling ratio for many

video-rate applications. The use of multiple feedback loops or multi-bit quantizers, however, increases

the accuracy requirements on the analog blocks within the oversampled modulators and diminishes their

compatibility with digital technologies. For example, with a 4-bit quantizer, the magnitude of the quanti

zation noise is reduced by 18 dB from that of a 1-bit quantizer, and for one feedback loop, the required

input sampling rate decreases by 2 octaves to about 40 MHz.47 Although this rate is too high for 3-

micron CMOS technologies, because it is probably within range of scaled technologies, oversampling

architectures are of potential interest in future video-rate applications.48

3.6. Performance Comparisons of Real Prototypes

In the remainder of this chapter, the performances of published CMOS A/D converters with

conversion rates of at least 5 Ms/s and resolutions of at least 7 bits are reviewed. Seven converters are

found to meet these requirements.4*7,8,9'10'14*15 Their performances are compared against each other

and against the video-rate specifications.
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3.6.1. Speed Comparison

Figure 3.12 shows a scatter plot of the conversion rate on the y axis versus the resolution on the x

axis.

Rate (Ms/s)

Joy et al
Plessey (2u)

Fujita et al
Toshiba (3.5u)

301'
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Tsukada et al, Hitachi (2u)

•Yukawa. NEC (3.5u)

CDingwall & Zazzu
RCA (3u)#

8

Resolution (bits)

Lewis & Gray
UCB (3u)'

Figure 3.12 - Scatter plot of conversion rate vs. resolution

Multi-stage

Seven points are plotted according to published test data; each point represents one converter and is

identified by authors, institution, and theminimum feature sizeof the technology.

All seven converters have enough resolution to encode composite video signals. There are two

groups according to conversion rate,onearound 20 Ms/s and theotheraround 5 Ms/s. All thepoints in

the higher rate group represent flash converters, and both points in the lowerrate group represent multi

stage converters. In the 5-Ms/s group, the 8-bit point represents a subranging converter, and the 9-bit

point represents a pipelined converter. The conversion rates of both multi-stage converters are inade

quate formost video-rate applications; however, both areimplemented in 3-micron CMOS technologies,

and they should be able to achieve video rates in scaled technologies. Furthermore, the pipelined con

verter demonstrates the ability to attain more than 8-bit resolution at a high conversion rate. While the

conversion rates of the flash converters are all high enough for video-rate applications, none has more

than8-bit resolution and only thosereported by Hitachi, NEC,and Plesseyare able to achieve at least40
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dB of SNR or equivalent over the entire 4.2-MHz NTSC video band.7,8,9 Because eventhese flash con

verters only barely attained this specification, the difficulty that flash architectures have in accurately

sampling high frequency input signals is confirmed. In contrast as will be shown in Chapter 6, the pipe

lined prototype achieved about 50 dB of SNR over the entire video band.

3.6.2. Area Comparison

To attain the high conversion rates, the flash converters use large areas. Figure 3.13 shows another

scatter plot for the same chips with area on the y axis and resolution on the x axis.

2
Area (mils )

60k-

40k-

20k-

0

3.5-u Flash ~ 2N 2-u Flash ~ 2N

N/23-u Subranging ~ 2

3-u Pipeline <* N

Resolution (bits)

Figure 3.13 - Scatter plot of area vs. resolution
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To predict required areas for different resolutions, area proportional to 2N and normalized to the data is

drawn for each of the 3 different minimum feature sizes used for the flash converters. Area proportional

to 2NI2 is drawn through the subranging point and area proportional toN is drawn through the pipelined

point

Although the multi-stage architectures have 8-to-9-bit resolution instead of 7-to-8-bit resolution

and use 3-micron CMOS technologies instead of scaled technologies, the multi-stage architectures

require muchlessarea than the flash architectures. For thesameresolution andtechnology, it is thislarge

difference in areathat generates interestin multi-stage circuit techniques for video-rate A/D conversion;

furthermore, for increasing resolution, the area gap between pipelines and other architectures widens

exponentially.

3.63. Summary

Although flash A/D conversion architectures must be used in 3-micron CMOS technologies to

attain video conversion rates with about 8-bit resolution, multi-stage architectures should be able to

achieve video conversion rates in scaled CMOS technologies. This is important because multi-stage

architectures have many desirable characteristics, such assmall area, power dissipation, and input capaci

tance. No data have been published about subranging or pipelined converters with about 8-bit resolution

in scaled CMOS technologies; however, the maximum conversion rates and areas of the two architectures

should be similar. The difference between thetwoarchitectures boils down to theopamps. Opamps are

required in pipelined converters to implement parasitic-insensitive S/H amplifiers, which while limiting

themaximum conversion rate, givepipelined architectures concurrent stage operation, high-quality sam

pling characteristics, andhigh error tolerance. Because op amps are not required in subranging convert

ers, they are often not used to avoid any associated conversion-rate limitation. When op amps are not

used, subranging architectures consume the leastpowerof the architectures under consideration but have

sequential stage operation and lower-quality sampling characteristics and lower error tolerance than pipe

lined architectures. If opamps are used ina subranging converter to implement aninput S/Hamplifier or

an interstage amplifier for example, the conversion might aswellbe pipelined by using identical opamps
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to realize interstage S/H amplifiers. Finally, for greater than about 8-bit resolution, pipelined multi-stage

architectures are of potential interest because their characteristics degrade linearly instead of exponen

tially with increasing resolution as in flash and subranging architectures.



Chapter 4 - Effects of Error Sources in Pipelined ADC Architectures

4.1. Introduction

The primary error sources present in a pipelined A/D converter are gain errors in the S/H circuits

and amplifiers, offset errors in the S/H circuits and amplifiers, A/D subconverter nonlinearity, D/A sub-

converter nonlinearity, and op-amp settling-time errors. As shown below, not only do the gain errors

have litde effect on linearity, but also with interstagegain greaterthan 1 and digital correction, the effects

of offset and A/D subconverter nonlinearity are reduced or eliminated; therefore, the D/A subconverter

nonlinearity and op-amp settling-time errors limit the performance of pipelined A/D converters.

4.2. Gain Errors

A block diagram of one stage in a pipelined A/D converter with gainerror in the S/H amplifier is

shown in Figure 4.1.

In,

n.-bit

ADC

±ref. ♦♦♦

n.-bit

DAC

±ref.

n. bits

Ideal Error j

S/H Amp

Figure 4.1 - Block diagram of one stage in a pipelined ADC with gain error

47
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Here, the S/H amplifier replaces the S/H and interstage gain functions shown in Figure 3.5. To model a

gain error in the S/H amplifier, the nonideal amplifier is replaced by an ideal amplifier in series with the

gain error; the replacementis surrounded by a dotted line. A pipelinedA/D converterconsistsof an input

S/H amplifier followed by a concatenation of such stages. A gain error in the input S/H amplifier

changes the conversion range of the A/D converter and does not affect the linearity of the conversion.

The gain errors in the interstage S/H amplifiers, however, do affect the linearity of the conversion; the

magnitude of this effect is now calculated.

For a transfer curve such as in Figure 2.2a, the digital code output from stage i, codeit is:

codei = integer

where -reft <Int < refi.

Here, the "integer" function denotes that the code must be an integer, the conversion from decimal to

integer is made by truncating the fractional part of the argument Although the integer function is not

written in the equations below, all digital codes refer to integers. The residue out of stage i, residue^ is:

Ini .w^-l(-7- +D21
reft

(4.1)

residuei - Int -
code: + 0.5

-1

Figure 4.2 shows a plot of the residue versus input for stagei with nf = 2 bits; the residueis positive for

half the input range and negative for the other half.

refh (4.2)
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residue.

Codes

-ref/4
-ref -ref/2 0 ref/2 ref

n. = 2 bits

Figure 4.2 - Ideal residue vs. input

The reference for stage i, refit is:

refi -1
^=-£rrG.-i» (4.3)

where Gt is the idealvalueof the interstage gain between stagesi andz+1,

and ref t is the full-scale positive input

Consider a 2-stage pipelined A/D converter whose elements are ideal except for the value of the

interstage gain. Therefore, while code xand residue xare ideal, the amplified residue is incorrect and may

cause code2to be in error. FromEquations4.1 and4.2,

code 2-
residue,

(l +ei)Gi——L +l
ref 2

SubstitutingEquation 4.3 into Equation 4.4 yields:

(1 + zx)residuex
code 2=

ref i
+ 1

»ni-l
(4.4)

»ni-l
(4.5)
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Because

residue,
-1^ - SI, (4.6)

ref i
2«.

the smallest zx that can change code 2by ±1/2 LSB occurs when

Then

residue i
-——L=±l. (4.7)

2»i

»n»— 1 i _ «ni—1code2= (l± l)2","1±e12"'-\ (4.8)

The first term on the right side of Equation 4.8 is independent of fy. If |ej £ —, code2and the entire

conversion are accurate within ±1/2 LSB. This means that, to attain a conversion accuracy of ±1/2LSB,

the interstage gain must only beaccurate within 1part in2"* rather than 1part in2n*+1 as may have been

expected. This improvement results from centering the residue around zero as shown in Figure 4.2

instead of making it either entirely non-negative or non-positive. In the centered case, the maximum

magnitude of the residue is half that of the non-negative or non-positive cases. Because the effect of the

gain error is minimum when the residue is zero and maximum when the absolute value of the residue is

maximum, the allowable gain error with a centered residue is two times larger than that with either a

non-negative or non-positive residue. For example, consider a two-stage pipelined A/D converter in

which both stages have 4-bit resolution and in which the only error is in the gain of the interstage

amplifier. If the residue is centered around zero, Equation 4.8 shows that the gain must be accurate

within ±6% to attain ±l/2-LSB accuracy. Under the same conditions except with a non-negative or non-

positive residue, the interstage gain must be accurate within±3%. In general, becausethe interstage gain

must only be accurate enough to preserve the combined linearity of the stages after the amplifier, the

effect of interstage gain errorson linearity is small.
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43. Offset Errors

A block diagram of one stage in a pipelined A/D converterwith offset error in the S/H amplifieris

shown in Figure 4.3.

In.

n.-bit

ADC

±ref. •••

Residue

*©

n.-bit

DAC

±ref.

n. bits

G,

Ideal _ _ Offset

Real S/H Amp

Figure 4.3 - Block diagram of one stage in a pipelined ADC with offset error

To model anoffseterror in theS/Hamplifier, the nonideal amplifier is replaced by an ideal amplifier in

series with the offset error, the replacement is surrounded by a dotted line. A pipelined A/D converter

consists of aninput S/Hamplifier followed byaconcatenation of such stages. An offseterror in theinput

S/H circuit causes an input-referred converter offset but does not affect the linearity of the conversion.

Withoutdigital correction, theoffset errors in theinterstage S/H amplifiers, however, do affect thelinear

ity of the conversion; the magnitude of this effect is now calculated.

Consider a 2-stage pipelined A/D converter whose elements are ideal except for an offset that

occurs after the interstage gain. Although codei and residuei are ideal,"the second stage input is

incorrect and may causecode2to be in error. From Equations 4.1 and42,
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code 2-
G ^residue\ + offset

ref:
+ 1 >»*-! (4.9)

Substituting Equation 4.3 into Equation 4.9 yields:

After simplification,

code 2=
residue 1 | °ffset | !

ref i refx
C/i

2»,-i

offset
residue* M G\ v _ ,

2 2(re/x) 2(f^1)

wAere N =n\ + n2.

(4.10)

(4.11)

The first and third terms on the right side of Equation 4.11 are independent of the offset. Because

2"
is 1 LSB, if

offset
< 1/2 LSB, code 2 and the entire conversion are accurate within ±1/2 LSB.

In this 2-stage example, the effect of offset in the second stage on the linearity of the conversion is

divided by the interstage gain, and the general effect of offset in any stage on the linearity is divided by

all the interstage gains before the offset To the extent that the interstage gain is large, the effect of offset

in stages after the first on linearity is therefore small.

4.4. Nonlinearity in A/D Subconversions

The effects of nonlinearity in the A/D subconversions depend on whether digital correction is used.

If digital correction is not used, while the first-stage A/D subconversion must be as linear as the resolu

tion of the entire converter, the linearity requirements on later-stage A/D subconversions are divided by

the combined interstage gain before the stage. With digital correction, on the other hand, the linearity of

each A/D subconversion must only be commensurate with its resolution.

4.4.1. Nonlinearity in A/D Subconversions without Digital Correction

A block diagram of one stage in a pipelined A/D converter with nonlinearity in the A/D subcon-



verter is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 - Blockdiagram of one stage in a pipelined ADCwith encoder nonlinearity
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A 2-bit stage is used as a representative example. Nonlinearity in the A/D subconverter is modeled as an

input-referred linearity error. The effect of this nonlinearity is studied by examining plotsof the residue

versus the input. Two such plots are shown in Figures4.5 and 4.6.

In Figure 4.5, both the A/D subconverter and the D/A subconverter are assumed to be ideal.

Residue

A 00
1/2 LSB -

0

-1/2 LSB

01 10 11

». jConv. Range
/ Inpulj of Next Stage

Figure 4.5 - Residue vs. input for ideal A/D and D/A subconverters

The plothasa sawtooth shape because whenthe inputis between any two decision levels determined by
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the A/D subconverter, the A/D subconverter and D/A subconverter outputs are constant; therefore, the

residue rises with the input. When the input crosses a decision level, the A/D subconverter and D/A sub-

converter outputs increase by 1 LSB at a 2-bit level, so the residue decreases by 1 LSB. Here, the residue

is always between ±1/2 LSB and consists only of the part of the input that is not quantized by the first

stage. With the interstage gain equal to 4, the maximum residue is amplified into a full-scale input to the

next stage; therefore, the conversion range of the next stage is equal to the maximum residue out of the

first stage.

A similar curve is shown in Figure 4.6 for a case when the A/D subconverter has some nonlinear

ity, but the D/A subconverter is still ideal.

Residue
A

Conv. Range
Inputl of Next Stage

Negative Decision Positive Decision
Level Error Level Error

Figure 4.6 - Residue vs. input for nonideal A/D subconverter and ideal D/A subconverter

In this example, two of the A/D subconverter decision levels are shifted, one by -1/2 LSB and the other

by +1/2 LSB, both at a 2-bit level. When the input crosses a shifted decision level, the residue decreases

by 1 LSB. If the decision levels are shifted by less than 1/2 LSB, the residue is always between ±1 LSB.

Here, the residue consists of both the unquantized part of the input and the error caused by the A/D sub-

converter nonlinearity. Even if the nonlinearity is small, the digital output code of this stage is incorrect

if the stage input is close enough to a decision level; moreover, without digital correction, an error in the
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digitaloutput code of any stage in the conversioncauses an errorin the conversion. Because the input to

the first stage is the input to the converter, to obtain ±l/2-LSB accuracy in a N-bit multistage conversion,

the first-stage code must be correct whenever the converter input is more than 1/2 LSB away from an

ideal decision level at a N-bit level. In other words, if digital correction is not used, the first-stage A/D

subconversion must be as linearas the entireconversion. In laterstages, the input is a multiplied residue

from a previous stage. The corresponding linearity requirement in laterstages is therefore divided by the

combined interstage gain before the stage.

4.4.2. Nonlinearity in A/D Subconversions with Digital Correction

Becausethe D/A subconverter in Figure 4.4 is assumed to be ideal,the increased residues in Figure

4.6 are accurate for the codes to which they correspond; therefore, at this point, no informationis lost If

the interstage gain is still4, however, information is lost when the larger residues saturate the next stage

and produce missing codes in the conversion. Therefore, if the conversion range of the next stage is

increased to handle the larger residues, they can be encoded and the errors corrected. This process is

called digital correction49'50«51 and is described next

A block diagram of an example of a 2-stage pipelined A/D converter with digital correction is

shown in Figure 4.7. The new elements in this diagram are the pipelined latches, the digital correction

logiccircuit, and the amplifier with a gain of 0.5. The amplifier with a gain of 0.5 is conceptual only and

is drawn to show that the interstage gain is reduced by a factor of 2 so that nonlinearity error in an

amountbetween ±1/2LSB at a n.-bit level in the first-stage A/D subconversion does not produce resi

dues that saturate the second stage. If the first stage is perfecdylinear, only half the conversion range of

the second stage is used. Therefore, 1 bit from the second stage is savedto digitally correct the outputs

from the first stage; the other n2-lbits from the second stage are added to the total resolution. After the

pipelined registers align the outputs in time so thatthey allcorrespond to one input, the digital correction

block detects overrange in the outputs of the second stage and changes the outputof the first stage by 1

LSB at a n^-bit level if overrange occurs. Becausethe idealresidue is always between ±1/2 LSB, over-

range occurs when the residue is greater than 1/2 LSB or less than -1/2 LSB at a n.-bit level. For the
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Figure 4.7 - Block diagram of a 2-stage pipelined A/D converter with digital correction

block diagram of Figure 4.4 and the corresponding ideal residue plot of Figure 4.5, when the residue

reaches 1/2 LSB, the first-stage digital output should increase by 1 code, and the corresponding residue

should decrease to -1/2 LSB. If the real residue exceeds 1/2 LSB, the first-stage digital output has not

changed state and is 1 code too small; therefore, the digitalcorrection logic adds 1 to the first-stage digi

tal output This happens when the second-stage code is greater than

residue is less than -1/2 LSB, the second-stage code is less than

3^
4

2"*; the first-stage digital output is

2B*. Conversely, if the real

1 code too large, and the correction logic subtracts 1 from the first-stage digital output When the real

residue is between ±1/2 LSB, no correction is made to the first-stage digital output Figure 4.8 shows a

block diagram of such a digital correction circuit
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Figure 4.8 - Block diagram of a correction logic circuit
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Since subtraction is equivalent to additionafter an appropriateoffset, the required conection logic

can be simplified through the introductionof onsets that eliminate the need for the correction logic to do

subtraction. Figure 4.9 shows a block diagram of one 2-bit stage in a pipelined A/D converter with an

offset in the A/D subconverter.
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Figure 4.9 - Block diagram of one stage with an A/D subconverter offset

With this offset, the ideal residue versus input plot changes from that shown in Figure 4.5 to that shown

in Figure 4.10. It can be seen that the A/D subconverter offset uniformly changes the location of the

decision levels. If nonlinearity could move thedecision levels in Figure 4.5 by asmuchas±1/2LSB ata

2-bit level, the combination of the -1/2-LSB A/D subconverter offset introduced in Figure 4.9 and the

same nonlinearity canmove the decision levels by 0-1 LSB from their original positions shown in Figure

4.5. The first-stage digital outputis therefore always less than or equal to its ideal value, and conection

requires either no change or addition; however, if the shift in a decision level from its original position is

more than 1/2 LSB, the amplifiedresiduewill exceed the conversion range of the second stage, and the

conection will fail. To overcome this limitation, an offset can be introduced to the D/A subconverter

output; see Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.10 - Ideal residue vs. input with an A/D subconverter offset
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Figure 4.11 - Block diagram of one stage with both A/D and D/A subconverter offsets
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Figure 4.12 shows that such anoffsetshifts thex axis of theresidue versus input plotupby 1/2 LSB.

Residue

Input

Figure 4.12 - Ideal residue vs. input with both an A/D and a D/A offset

Now if the decision levels in Figure 4.12 move by ±1/2LSB, the amplified residue will remainwithin the

conversion range of the second stage, and the correction will work. Here, the correctioncircuit adds 1

codeto the first-stage output when theresidue is greater than 0; therefore, thesecond-stage MSB directly

determines whether to add 1 code to the first-stage output Figure 4.13 shows a blockdiagram of such a

simple digital correction circuit In practice, such offsets are easily introduced in resistor-string based

A/Dand D/A subconverters by moving the tap locations on the resistor strings. If the last stage in the

pipelined A/Dconverter uses an A/D subconverter identical to those in the previous stages (that is, with

the offset), the offset inthe last stage shifts the entire transfer curve by 1/2 LSBand produces amid-tread

rather than a mid-rise characteristic; see Figure 4.14. A mid-tread characteristic reduces the converter

output noise when the input is less than ±1/2 LSB and biased at zero.

Digital correction improves linearity by allowing the converter topostpone decisions oninputs that

are near the first-stage A/Dsubconverter decision levels until the residues from these inputs are amplified

to the point where similar nonlinearity insecond-stage A/D subconverter is insignificant The capability

of the correction to overcome first-stage A/D subconverter nonlinearity therefore relies on the second

stage to contribute lessnonlinearity than the first to theentire conversion. Ina 2-stage converter with an
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Figure 4.13 - Block diagram of the simplified correction logic circuit
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interstage amplifier, if the interstage gain is greaterthan 1, the input-referred contribution of nonlinearity

in the second stage is divided by the interstage gain. With an interstage gain equal to 1, however, non-
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linearity in thesecond-stage A/D subconversion refers directly to theinput and mustbe made less than or

equal to the complete nonlinearity specification. Because subranging converters that do not use inter

stage amplifiers have an interstage gain no larger than 1, nonlinearity in the fine A/D subconversion of

such converters contributes unattenuated nonlinearity to the entire A/D conversion; therefore, digital

correction is not useful in such converters.

Although a 2-stage example has been used to present digital correction, the correction can be

applied to all stages except the last in a pipelined A/D converter with more than 2 stages. If the interstage

gains in such a converter are all greater than 1, nonlinearity in the last stage has the least effect on the

linearity of the entire conversion; therefore, the correction algorithm should first allow the outputs of the

last stage to correct those of the next-to-last stage. Then the correction should continue backwards with

the outputs of each stage used to correct those of the previous stage until the first stage outputs are

corrected. In this way, for example, insteadof using the raw second-stage outputs, the corrected second-

stage outputs are used to correct the first-stage outputs.

To do the digital correction, besides the simple correction logic circuit, extra comparators are

required. If flash subconverters areusedin all stages, allstages afterthe first require twiceas manycom

parators than without digital correction. None of the comparators need to be offset canceled, however,

because the digital correction algorithm eliminates theeffectof offsetsin allcomparators exceptthose in

the last stage, and the combined interstage gain beforethe last stage reduces the effect of offsets in the

last-stage comparators to the point where it is unimportanL Furthermore, the offset errors in the inter

stage S/H amplifiers do notaffect linearity if digital correction is used. In Figure 4.3, for example, the

offsetcan be referred to the input of theamplifier by dividing the offsetby the closed-loop gain of the

amplifier. Because addition is commutative, thedivided offsetcan be pushed to theleft of the first-stage

subtracter. To move the divided offset to the input branch, where it causes an input-referredoffset to the

stage, an equalbut opposite offset must be inserted in the first-stage A/D subconverter branch; see Figure

4.15. If the correction range is not exceeded, the effect of the offset in the A/D subconverter branch is

eliminated by the digital correction. Using this process repetitively, the offsets in all the interstage
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Figure 4.15 - Block diagram one stage in a pipelined ADC with input-referred amplifieroffset

amplifiers in a pipelined A/D converter with digital correction can be referred to the input of the con

verter. A pipelined A/D converter with digital correction therefore does not need offset cancellation on

any comparator or op amp, and the speed versus accuracy tradeoffs associated with offset cancellation at

video rates (presented in Chapter 3) are eliminated.

4.5. Nonlinearity in D/A Subconversions

It is shown above that with digital correction, the effect of nonlinearity in all the A/D subconverters

except the last can be eliminated if the D/A subconverters are ideal. As a result, the A/D subconverters

must only be about as linear as their resolution; however, the D/A subconverters must be more linear than

their A/D counterparts for the correction algorithm to work. This requirement on the D/A subconverters

is not caused by the correction algorithm; instead the correction lessens the linearity requirement on the

A/D subconverters and does not change that of the D/A subconverters. However, the digital correction

algorithm does increase the accuracy requirement on the gain of the amplifier following each D/A sub-

converter. Without digital correction, the interstage gain must only be accurate enough to preserve the
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combined linearity of the stages after the amplifier. With digital correction, the gain mustbe accurate

enough topreserve thecombined linearity of thestages including and after theamplifier.

A blockdiagram of one 2-bitstage in a pipelined A/D converter withnonlinearity in the D/A sub-

converter is shown in Figure 4.16.
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T Error
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Figure 4.16 - Block diagram of one stage in a pipelined ADC with D/A subconverter nonlinearity

Nonlinearity in the D/A subconverter is modeled as an output-referred linearity error. The effect of this

nonlinearity is studied by examining a plot of the residue versus the input With an ideal D/A subcon

verter, the D/A subconverter output increases by 1 LSB when the input crosses an A/D subconverter

decision level, and the residue decreases by exactly 1 LSB at each decision level crossing; see Figures 4.S

and 4.6. With a nonideal D/A subconverter, on the other hand, the amount that the residue jumps is not

necessarily equal to 1 LSB. Figure 4.17 shows such a plot with a nonlinear D/A subconverter and an

ideal A/D subconverter. In this example, two of the D/A subconverter output levels are changed, one by

-1/2 LSB and the other by +1/2 LSB. Although the digital outputs of this stage are correct, the residue
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Figure 4.17 - Residue vs. input for nonideal D/A subconverter and ideal A/D subconverter

output of the stage corresponding to two of the four output codes is incorrect exactly by the amount of

D/A subconverter nonlinearity. Not only will the digital outputs of the remaining stages be incorrect, but

also if digital correction is used, the digital outputs of this stage will be changed so that they too are

incorrect Therefore, with or without digital correction, the D/A subconverter in any stage must be at

least as linear as the combined resolution of this and the later stages. If the D/A subconverters are identi

cal, and if the interstage gains are all greaterthan 1, the D/A subconverter in the first stage determines the

linearity of the entire A/D converter. Such D/A subconverters can be realized with resistor strings for

linearities in the 8-bit to 9-bit range. For integral linearity greater than 9 bits, the design of such a D/A

subconverter is not trivial and either requires calibration or trimming.

4.6. Operational Amplifier Settling-Time Errors

The main disadvantage of pipelined A/D converters is that they require the use of op amps to real

ize parasitic-insensitive,S/H amplifiers to do analogsubtraction and amplification at the sampling rate of

the A/D converter. Although the S/H amplifiers improve many aspects of the converter performance, the

/
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op amps within the S/H amplifiers limit the speed of the pipelined converters andposethe main obstacle

to attaining video rates in pipelined A/D conversion.

For video-rate A/D conversion at 3 times the color subcarrier frequency, the conversion time is

— = 93 ns. As stated in Chapter 3, to pipeline a multi-stage conversion, a 2-phase nonoverlap-
10.7 MHz

ping clock is required. Figure 4.18 shows both phases of such a clock.
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i
\
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r i
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3ing clock

i

Figure 4.18-• 2-phase nonoverlapj

Allowing about 10 ns to make sure that the 2 phases arenot high at the same time, the duration of each

phase is less than about 40 ns,and all the nodes in the converter must have settled toenough accuracy in

less than this amount of time. The most critical node is the output of the inputS/H amplifier; the accu

racy requirements of the outputs of theother S/H amplifiers are divided by thecombined interstage gain

up to and including the amplifier under consideration. In Chapter 5, the influence of the settling-time

requirement on the design of the amplifiers is considered.



Chapter 5 - Pipelined ADC Prototype

5.1. Introduction

The goals in the design of the prototype were to obtain at least 8-bit resolution and linearity at at

least 10Ms/s conversion rate in theminimum area with a standard CMOS process sothat the prototype

would be small enough to integrate on the same chip as a video-rate digital signal processor. Although

the prototype does occupy asmall area (8500 mils\ it has 9-bit resolution, 9-bit differential linearity,

and 8-bitintegral linearity at a conversion rateof 5 Ms/s. In thischapter, the design of theprototype is

described from both high-level and detailed perspectives.

5.2. High-Level Design Considerations

Several importantdesign considerations for the prototypeconverter are now presented. To minim

ize design time, assume that all stages are identical. Fast op amps and flash subconverters are used to do

the conversion at as high a speed as possible. The most basic architectural decision is to choose the reso

lution per stage; for efficient use of the conversion range of each stage, this choice determines the

corresponding value of interstage gain. To attain maximum throughput rate, the resolution per stage

should be small so that the interstage gain is small and the corresponding closed-loop bandwidth of the

gain block is large. Conversely, large resolution and corresponding gain per stage are desirable to

achieve high linearity because the contributions of nonidealities in all stages after the first are reduced by

the combined interstage gain preceding the nonideality. Thus the speed and linearity requirements

conflict in determining the optimum resolution per stage. It is shown below under certain simplifying

assumptions that to minimize the amount of required hardware, the optimum resolution per stage is about

3 or 4 bits per stage, which is about midway between the high and low ends. This compromise in the

resolution per stage keeps both the number of op amps and the number of comparators small. Also,

because a goal of this project was to realize an A/D converter small enough that it could be incorporated

within a primarily digital chip, the A/D converter must be able to operate in the presence of large power

supply noise caused by the digital circuits. To reduce the sensitivity of the converter to this noise, all

67
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analog signal paths in the prototype are fully differential. Since theprototype hasnotbeenintegrated on

such a digital chip, however, the degree to which it would work in such an environment has not been

determined. Finally,to minimize errorscausedby variations in the timing, the simplest possibleclocking

sequenceis desired. A 2-phase, nonoverlapping clock is required to do the pipelining. As described later

in this chapter, a change in the clock sequence is required to cancel the sample-to-hold-mode transition

error; however, this change can be implemented with no changes to the clock generator, keeping the tim

ing generation circuit simple.

S3. Optimum Architecture

The resolution per stage that minimizes the area required for the entire conversion is now calcu

lated. Denote the resolution per stage by n, the total resolution by N, the total area by AT,and the area of

one conversion stage by As. Assume that all stages are identical. Because the number of stages is then

N_
»

n

At = (5.1)

Each stage consists of a S/H amplifier, an A/D subconverter, and a D/A subconverter. If the subconvert

ers share a common resistor string, the total area occupied by both subconverters in one stage is about

equal to the number of comparators times the area of one comparator. Let Ac denote the area of one

comparator and all associated switches, resistors, capacitors, and decoding elements. Also let As/H

denote theareaof theS/Hamplifier andits switches andcapacitors. Then theareaof onestage is:

As=As/H+Ac(2n-l). (5.2)

Let R denote the ratio ofAs/H to Ac; assume thatR is constant Rewritting Equation 5.2 to include R

gives:

As=RAc+Ac(2n-l). (5.3)

SubstitutingEquation 5.3 into Equation 5.1 yields:
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Aj —Aq
n

fc-l +2Bl. (5.4)

NEquation 5.4 shows that if n is small, AT is large because — is large, and if n is large, AT is large
n

because 2" is large. Thus, the total area is minimized for medium values of theresolution per stage. The

value of n thatproduces minimum area depends only on R. If R = 10,a few simplecalculations show

that n = 3 gives the minimum area. Figure 5.1 shows a plot of total area versus resolution perstage or v

stage for an example with N = 12, R = 10, and Ac=100 mils2.

2
Area (mils )

4k-

2k-

0 1 1 r

3 4 5

Resolution per stage = n (bits)

Figure 5.1 - Example plotof total area vs. resolution per stage

As predicted, the minimum area occurs when n = 3
bits

stage
Because the slope of the curve in the region

near the minimum is small, both n = 2 —•— and n = 4 —— require litde extra area. If one bit of digi-
stage stage
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tal correction is always applied per stage, however, one bit of resolution is lost per stage, and the total

resolution with digital correction, NDC, becomes:

NDC=N- — + \. (5.5)
n

Therefore, with digital correction, while n - 3 —— yields 9-bit resolution, n - 2 —— produces only
stage stage

7 bits and n = 4 gives 10 bits. These differences in the real resolution make it necessary to adjust
stage

the associated areas in Figure 5.1 to reach a correct conclusion. As a basis of comparison, the area

required for 9-bit resolution is considered. To achieve 9-bit resolution with n-2 , instead of 6
stage

stages of conversion, 8 stages are required, increasing the required area by 33% from that shown in Fig

ure 5.1. With n - 4 , the resolution of the third stage can be reduced by 1 bit to produce 9-bit total
stage

resolution. The resulting area is reduced by 17% from that shown in Figure 5.1, and the area is less than

but close to that required for n = 3 . Therefore, when the ratio of op-amp area to comparator area
stage

isabout 10, the resolution per stage that requires the least area is about 3or 4 ls
stage

To simultaneously meet the speed, linearity, and arearequirements, the prototype is divided into 4

stages with 3 bits produced per stage. A block diagram of one stage is shown in Figure 5.2. The A/D

subconversions are done with flash converters, so each stage needs 7 comparators. The S/H amplifier

block replaces both the S/H circuit and interstage amplifier shown in some earlier figures. Because the

interstage gain is 4 instead of 8, half the range and one bit from each of the last three stages are saved to

digitally correct the outputs of the previous stages. Thus, instead of obtaining 3 bits of resolution from

each of these stages, only 2 bits of resolution are obtained from each. In total, 9 bits of resolution are

produced, using 28 comparators and 4 op amps.

5.4. SampIe-and-Hold Amplifier

The design of the S/H amplifier is described below. The topic is divided into two major sections.

The first section considers the design of a CMOS S/H circuit not including the amplifier, and the second
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Figure 5.2 - Block diagram of one stage in the prototype

section considers the design of the CMOS amplifier.

5.4.1. S/H Circuit
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Untilrecently, S/Hcircuits wereconsidered tobe complex, standalonefunctional units,yetmonol

ithic versions are now available. With CMOS technology, zero-offset switches and zero-gate-current

transistors eliminate sample-mode offset and hold-mode droop as sources of error and therefore reduce

the complexityof a S/H circuit from that needed in other technologies. However, the same switches that

lessen complexity also cause errors that limit the speed and accuracy of CMOS S/H circuits. These

errors are described below along with circuit approaches that reduce the magnitudes of their effects.

5.4.1.1. Sources of Error

The major sources of error in CMOSS/H circuitsare nonzero acquisition time, finitebandwidth in

the sample mode, aperture jitter, thermal noise, and sample-to-hold-mode transition error. Figure 5.3

showsan example inputand the effects of someof theseerrorson this input. Acquisition timeis the time
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Figure 5.3 - Diagram of the effects of errors in S/H circuits

required for the transient error in the S/H circuit associated with the tracking of a switched input to

become negligible. The bandwidth in the sample mode is the frequency at which the magnitude of the

steady-state output is 3 dB less than the input. Finite bandwidth causes a steady-state tracking error.

Aperture delay is the time difference between the sample-to-hold-mode transition and the real sampling

instant Aperture delay is not in itself a problem. Variation in the aperture delay, however, is a problem

and is called aperture jitter. The unwanted random signal resulting from the channel resistance of the
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sampling switch is the thermal noise, but is not illustratedin Figure5.3. The sample-to-hold-mode transi

tion erroris the amount that the output changes as a result of the transition from the sample mode to the

hold mode. The effects of these sources of error are considered below.

5.4.1.1.1. Acquisition Time

Nonzero acquisition time and finite bandwidth in the sample mode may prevent the S/H circuit

from accurately tracking the input before the hold command occurs. To limit the effect of these errors,

the time that the circuit spends in the sample mode must be greater than or equal to the acquisition time,

and the bandwidth of the circuit in the samplemode must be much greater than the maximum frequency

of the input Figure 5.4 shows a circuit diagramof a simple S/H circuit.

Input0 ° °—
S/H = (|>

° Output

Figure 5.4 - Circuitdiagram of a simple S/H circuit

Assume thatthe switchis accurately modeled asa clock-voltage-dependent resistor. When 4> is high,the

switch is considered to be on, and its resistance is rOH. When <j> is low, the switch is considered to be off

and to have infinite resistance. Assume that the inputas a function of time, v,„(/), is sinusoidaland starts

at its maximum value:

vin(t)=A cos(m), (5.6)

where A is the amplitude of the input,

and to is the angular frequency of the input

When <> changes from low to high, the circuitenters the samplemode, and the input is connectedacross

the capacitor through the switch. Assume that this transition happens at t =0. When <j> changes from
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high to low, the circuit enters the hold mode, and the voltage on the capacitor is held constant at its final

sample-mode value, which is called the "sample". The sample-to-hold-mode transition must not occur

until the S/H circuit has acquired the input. To find the acquisition time, tat the circuit can be modeled as

a low-pass filter whose input turns on at / = 0:

vfaW4
if r <0

A cosdut) iff SO

Here it can be shown that the output v0(/), is:

v.(0= -A
a*

a2 + ©2
e-^+A

a*

O^+G)2
cos(cof) + A

where a=
rnX

(5.7)

aco

a2 + co2
sin(cof), (5.8)

The first term in Equation 5.8 represents the error made in samplingbecause of nonzero acquisition time.

This error decays exponentially with increasing time; the timeconstantis equal to — = ronC. For inputs

of any frequency, the magnitude of the coefficient of the first term is:

a2

O^+G)2
£A. (5.9)

For a full-scale input to limit the magnitude of the acquisition-time error to ±1/2 LSB at a N-bit level,

Ae-™*
2A

2" + i

This condition can be rewritten as:

t*ta%

Nwhere ta =^ ln(2)=N (ronC) ln(2).

For example, about 6.2 time constants are required to acquire the input to 9-bit accuracy.

5.4.1.1.2. Finite Bandwidth in the Sample Mode

Equation 5.8 can be rewritten as:

(5.10)

(5.11)



v„(0=-A
a'

a2 + co2

a

.Va2+oo2

The second term in Equation 5.12 is the steady-state output and is usually obtained through phasor

analysis. Because the bandwidth of the S/H circuit is limited, the steady-state outputdiffers in both mag

nitude and phase from the input If the phase shift is made small enough for NTSC systems, the ampli

tude error also happens to be acceptable, as shownbelow. FromEquation 5.12, the phase shift, 4>, is:

cos
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0)
cot - tan"1

a
(5.12)

0= -tan,-i = -tan
,-i jl

/-:
(5.13)

Uif)

3dB

where f =

and/_3(ffl =

(0

2jc

1

To digitally decode the color information in a PCMNTSC television signal, the precise phase relation

ship between the sampling frequency and thecolor subcanier frequency mustbe known.43 Since phase

shifts less than 4° or5°are not discernible to the eye,44 if the bandwidth of the S/H circuit is greater than

about 50 MHz, the change in the phaseis acceptable for such signals.

Not only is the phase of the input shifted because of the limited bandwidth, but also because the

phase shift is a nonlinear function of the frequency, thetime delay, td, is frequency dependent

tan
,-i

/-<
—*-=-.

2jc/ 2jc/

The maximum phase-induced time jitter, tj, is the difference between the time delays of the highest and

lowest frequencies of interest

3dB

(5.14)

0 =*d(f =minimum) - td(f =maximum).

When the frequency of the input is much less than the 3-dB bandwidth,

(5.15)

tan
-i X X

/-:3dB /-:3dB

(5.16)
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and

l* =lJ—' (5'17)
Therefore, if the -3-dB frequency is much larger than the maximum input frequency, the phase shift is

almost a linear function of frequency, and the time delay is almost independent of the input frequency.

Substituting Equation 5.17 into Equation 5.15 for the time delay of low input frequencies produces:

11 = -r—z td(f =maximum). (5.18)
2rc/_3dB

It turns out that if the bandwidth is chosen to keep the absolute phase shift small enough, the phase-

induced time jitter is negligible. For example, with a -3-dB bandwidth of 50 MHz, the phase-induced

time jitter is about 8 ps.

Finally, under the same conditions, Equation 5.12 shows that the droop in the passband at 4.2 MHz

is about 0.03 dB, which is acceptable for video-rate applications. Therefore, to the extent that the input

frequency is small compared to the bandwidth, the error caused by the finite bandwidth of the S/H circuit

in the sample mode is small.

5.4.1.13. Aperture Jitter

Although the dedicated S/H circuit eliminates the effect of skew between the sampling moments of

multiple S/H circuits, aperture jitter in the one S/H circuit still corrupts the sampled version of the input

Like nonlinear phase-induced error, aperture jitter causes variations in the sampling instant that for time

varying inputs, may result in amplitude errors. From Equation 3.8, for 9-bit resolution and a 4.2-MHz

input the minimum time that the input takes to change in amplitudeby 1 LSB is 148 ps. Thus if the jitter

is less than 148 ps in an otherwise ideal 9-bit A/D converter, the amplitude error in sampling a sinusoidal

input with any frequency up to 4.2 MHz and any amplitude up to full scale is less than 1 LSB. The

conversion is then accurate to at least 8 bits, and the corresponding maximum SNR is about 48 dB.
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5.4.1.1.4. Thermal Noise

The nonzerochannel resistance of the switchin the S/H circuit of Figure 5.4 producesbroad-band

thermal noise that is sampled onto the samplingcapacitoralong with the input. Because this broad-band

thermal noise is bandlimited by thelow-pass filter formed by theswitch resistance andsampling capaci

tor inherent in theS/Hcircuit the standard deviation of theexpected noisepowersampled onto thecapa-

citor is "\j —, where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature.52 IfC =1pF as in

the prototype, y — =64 uV. For 9-bit resolution and a 5-V differential reference, 1LSB = 19.5 mV.

Therefore, although the thermal noiseposesa fundamental limit to the accuracy of the S/H circuit,such

noise is negligible in the prototype.

5.4.1.1.5. Sample-to-HoId-Mode Transition Error

Sample-to-hold-mode transition error is caused by both charge injection and clock feed-through.

The amountof charge that moves from the channel of the sampling switch to the sampling capacitor on

the sample-to-hold-mode transition depends on the source impedance, the sizeof the sampling capacitor,

and theclockfall time; moreover, the induced errorconsists of bothan offsetcomponent that is indepen

dent of the magnitude of the input and a gain component that is proportional to the magnitude of the

input53 Since high-speed circuits use short clock fall times, small sampling capacitors, and large sam

pling switches, the magnitude of the transition error is greater in high-speed circuits than in low-speed

circuits. Differential circuits are usedto cancel the offsetcomponent of the error. Bottom-plate switch

ing is used to cancel the gain component of the error. Figure 5.5 shows a circuit diagram of a fully-

differential S/H circuit that uses bottom-plate switching. Transistors Ml and M2 switch the differential

input to the top plates of the sampling capacitors, Csl and CS2. Transistors M3 and M4 are used to

ground the bottom platesof the sampling capacitors, which are connected to the inputsof the op amp. To

acquire the inputs, M1-M4 are closed. Instead of turning all switches off at the same time, M3 and M4

are openedbefore Ml and M2;see Figure 5.6. Here(fo is shown as a delayed version of $\. When $\

goes low, M3 and M4 turn off, and the charge injection and clock feed-through errors from M3 and M4
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Rgure 5.5 - Circuit diagram of a fully differential S/H circuit with bottom-plate switching

are stored on CSI and CS2, respectively. After M3 and M4 are opened, however, the bottom plates of

both capacitors are only connected to parasitic capacitances, CP1 and CP2, respectively. Therefore, when
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Ml and M2 are turned off, only a fraction of the charge injection and clock feed-through errors from Ml

and M2 are stored on C51 and CS2. Assume that the circuit is perfectly balanced so that transistors Ml

and M2 are identical, M3 and M4 are identical, CS1 = CS2- Cs, and CPX = CP2 = CP. Then the fraction

of charge injectionand clock feed-through errors from Ml and M2 that is storedon the samplingcapaci

ty
tors is ———. To the extent that the parasitic capacitance is less than the sampling capacitance, Ml

and M2 have little effect on the transition error. Because M3 and M4 are both referenced to ground

insteadof to the differential input they make no contribution to the component of the transitionerrorthat

is proportional to the input; instead they contribute only a common-mode offset error. If the transition

error is dominated by M3 andM4, the differential circuit cancels the transition error. The degree of can

cellationdependson the extent to which supposedly identical components match each other.

5.4.1.2. Limitations

Several variables directly affect both the speed and the accuracy of the S/H circuit On the one

hand,the speed is proportional to the widthof the sampling switch and inversely proportional to both the

length of the sampling switch and to the size of the sampling capacitor. On the other hand, the key

source of error, the sample-to-hold-mode transition, is proportional to both the width and length of the

sampling switch but inversely proportional to the size of the sampling capacitor. Therefore, when the

charge injectionlimits the S/H circuitaccuracy, the width of the samplingswitch and the size of the sam

pling capacitor can be used to trade accuracy for speed, whereas a reduction in thelength of the sampling

switch simultaneously improves both the speed and the accuracy of the S/H circuit Because fully dif

ferential S/H circuits reduce the charge injection andclock feed-through errors to matching errors, and

because even small sampling capacitors make the magnitude of the thermal noise negligible at a 9-bit

level, the limitation on S/H circuit accuracy ata given speed depends the degree of component matching

and the minimum usable channel length of the process technology.
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5.4.2. Amplifier

Once the input is sampled, to reproduce the held input elsewhere in the converter so that the magni

tude of the reproduction is not sensitive to the size of the parasitics, an op amp is required with the S/H

circuit The combination is called a S/H amplifier and is expanded in Figure 5.7.

In+ =^
o—•—CD-

\20*2

In-
-CD

h

i-lL Cj <t>i-lL Jh>i
4C, hWi "

4C WK o

*\ 4 *\ /

-C3

♦i

6 -LCM.
2 ~r tl

CMBIAS

^2 <h
JrcM

*<

Figure 5.7 - Block diagram of the S/H amplifier

BIAS

Figure 5.8 shows that the clock is divided into two nonoverlapping phases and two phases to cancel

sample-to-hold-mode transition error. The timing diagram for (fo and §\ is unchanged from that in Fig

ure 5.6. While both <h and <J>'i are high, the samplingcapacitors (4Cr) acquire the input and the integrat

ing (Cj) and common-mode feedback (Cpw) capacitors are reset When §\ goes low, the input is sam

pled. If the parasitic capacitances on the inputs of the op amp are much less than the sampling capaci

tances, the sampled input is unchanged when (^ goes low. During fo, the left sides of the sampling capa

citors are connected together so that the difference between the two sampled inputs is amplified by the

ratio of the sampling to integrating capacitors. To the extent that the op amp in a closed-loop

configuration drives its differential input to zero, the gain is insensitive to parasitic capacitances on either

the top or bottom plates of any of these capacitors. Meanwhile, the common-mode feedback (CMFB)

capacitors are connected to the outputs of the op amp to start the CMFB circuit Switched-capacitor
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♦■

Figure 5.8 - Timing diagram of the clock signals

CMFB54*55 isuseful in pipelined A/D converters because pipelined converters inherently allow aclock

phase needed to reset the capacitorbias.

5.4.2.1. Sources of Error

Once the input to a conversion stage is sampled ontoa sampling capacitor, the amplifier associated

with the stage reproduces the sampled inputon thecomparator inputsof this stageandthe sampling capa

citor of the next stage. Because the offset of the amplifier is not canceled by closing a feedback loop

around the amplifier while the input is sampled onto the sampling capacitor, the amplifier is never

required to tracka high-frequency input signal. Therefore, thereare no dynamic error sources in the op

amp. There are two important types of static errors, however. They are nonideal values interstage gain

and nonzero settling time.
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5.4.2.1.1. Finite Open-Loop Gain

Interstage gain errors arise from two sources: finite open-loop gain of the amplifier and component

mismatch. Figure 5.9 shows a representative single-ended switched-capacitor amplifier during its ampli

fying phase.

c
i

c

Y- n

s

~ V

1°

A

witched-capacitorFigure 5.9 - Block dia

cp-

gram of a s amplifier in its amplifying phase

Cs is the sampling capacitor, and Cj is the integrating capacitor. CP represents the parasitic capacitance

on the inverting op-amp input and CL represents the capacitive load. Assume that the input to the

amplifier is properly biased and that the amplifier is ideal except for its limited open-loop gain, A. The

DC closed-loop gain, G (s =0), is:

G(j=0) = —= -

G+-
Cs + C§ + Cc

A

(5.19)

Note that CL has no effect on the closed-loop gain. If the open-loop gain is infinite, the closed-loop gain

Cs
equals - and is entirely determined by the ratio of the two capacitors. Depending on the technol

V. J

ogy and the geometries of thecapacitors, the error in this ratio can be as little as about 0.1%.56*57 If the

open-loop gain is limited, another error is introduced into the closed-loop gain. Equation 5.19 can be

rewritten as:
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A
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Cg + Cj + Cp
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C$ + C/ + Cp
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(5.20)

The closed-loop gain is determined by the ratio of the sampling to the integrating capacitors to the extent

that A
Cs + Cj + CP

gain by 1 part in A

is greater than 1; furthermore, finite open-loop gain reduces the closed-loop

Ci

Cs, + Cj + CP

increases the open-loop gain requirement. For example, to producea closed-loop gain of 16 within±6%

using ideal capacitors in Figure 5.9, if CP = C5,the open-loopgain must be greater than about 550.

5.4.2.1.2. Non-zero Settling-Time

Assume that the open-loop gain of the amplifier, A(s), in Figure 5.9 has a 1-pole frequency

response given by:

. Note that parasitic capacitance at the input to the op amp

The output time constant x, is:

A(s) =
l + sx

where A is the DC open-loop gain,

s is the complex frequency,

and i is the output time constant.

^srm(tCL + Ci),

where rout is the open-loop output resistance of the op amp.

The closed-loop gain as a function of complex frequency, G(s), is:

V;

l + sx

Gfr=0)

Cs, + Cp + Cj

Cs + Cp + Cj+ACj

where G(s=Q)is given by Equation 5.19.

Equation 5.23 can be rewritten as:

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)
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G(s) =
Gfr=0)

1+-
sx

1+A
C$ + Cp + C/

Therefore, the output time constant with feedback, xPBt is:

xFB =

1+A
Cj + CP + Cj

where x is given by Equation 5.22.

If Vi is a unit step, and if the output of the amplifier is always a linear function of its input the output as a

function of time, v„(0» is:

-t *\

l-e*"v<,(0= -G(s=0)

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

Assume that the magnitude of the input step is big enough to cause the final value of the output to be

equal to the positive-full-scale-reference voltage, V„f. For theoutput to havesettled within ±1/2LSB at

a N-bit level of its final value,

V l-e zv,ref 1-
)N + l

(527)

This condition can be rewritten as:

t >N xFB /n(2). (5.28)

For example, to settle within ±1/2LSB at a 9-bit level, about 6.2 time constants are required. If the set

tling should be accurate enough after 40 ns for video-rate conversion, xFB <6Ans, corresponding to a

closed-loop -3-dB bandwidth of about 25 MHz.

In practice, the frequency response of the amplifier will be more complicated than that produced by

just one pole. Also, the output of a real amplifier may not always be a linear function of its input and the

real input to the amplifier will not be a step function but instead an exponential function of time. These

considerations all tend to increase the settling time; computer simulations are used to simultaneously
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model all these effects.

5.4.2.2. Operational Amplifier

As a result of the use of digital correction, the offsets of all the op amps are simply referred to the

input of the A/D converter each in an amount diminished by the combined interstage amplifier gain

preceding the offset; therefore, the op amps do not have to be offset canceled and do not have to be

placed in a unity-gain feedback configuration. Since the op amps do not have to be unity-gain stable,

their speed can be optimized for a closed loop gain of 4. Of the 40 ns allowed for total settling, 20 ns

each is allocated for slewing and linear settling. For±2.5-V references, the maximum change in the dif

ferential output is 5 V. Because the total load, CL + C7, is about 4 pF, the required slew rate is at least

V
250 —, making the required differential outputcurrent equal to 1mA. After slewing, if the output is

within 10% of its final value, about 5 time constants of about 4 ns each arerequired to completethe set-

4
ding to within0.1%of the final value. Sincethe closed-loop outputresistance, rouX, is about——, where

Gm

4(CV + Cj)
Gm is the transconductance of the op amp, the output time constant is — ; therefore, the

Gm

required transconductance is about
250Q'

The op amp, shown in Figure 5.10,usesa fully differential, class A/B configuration with dynamic

bias. The class A/B structure givesbothhighslewrate andhighgain afterslewing. According to simu

lation, the amplifierdissipates 20 mW and settles in 50 ns to an accuracy of 0.1% with a 5-V differential

step into a 4-pF load.

The op amp is similar to one reported by Castello and Gray,58 and itsoperation is nowdescribed.

Transistors M1-M4 form the input stage and generate the class A/B action. Source followers M5-M8 are

used to bias the input stage so that it conducts some current even for zero differential input For an

increase in the voltage on the positive input and a corresponding decrease on the negative input, the

gate-to-source voltages of both Ml and M4 increase while those of M2 and M3 decrease; therefore, the

current in Ml and M4 increases andthatin M2 andM3 decreases from theirstandby values. Transistors
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Figure 5.10 - Opamp schematic
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M9 and M13, M10 and M14, Mil and M15, and M12 and M16 form current mirrors that reflect and

amplify current from the input branches to the output branches. Cascode transistors M17-M20 increase

the gain of the op amp by increasing the output resistance of the output nodes to ground. A high-swing,

dynamic bias circuit composed of transistors M31-M38 adjusts the gate bias on the cascode transistors so

that the output branches can conduct large currents during slewing and have high swings during settling.

Transistors M41-M44, together with the CpM capacitors and associated switches in Figure 5.7, form the

CMFB circuit Because the gates of M41 and M42 are tied to a constant bias voltage, PCMB, these

transistors are constant-current sources. The gates of M43 and M44 are connected to the CMBIAS termi

nal shown in Figure 5.7. This point is alternatively switched from a bias voltage, BIAS, on 4>i to a
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capacitively

coupled version of the output on fa. During fa, the CMBIAS line rises and falls with changes in the

common-mode output voltage, adjusting the current drawn through M43 and M44 so that the common-

mode output voltage is held constant near zero volts. Note that if the two halves of the differential circuit

match perfectly, changes in the differential output voltage do not change the CMBIAS point.

Because the speed of this op amp is limited by the speed of its current mirrors, wide-band current

mirrors are used to increase the speed. To this end, transistors M9-M12 are not simply diode connected,

but instead are buffered by source followers MB1-MB4. Because of this change, the currents needed to

supply the parasitic capacitance between the gates and sources of the current mirrors at high frequencies

come from the power supplies instead of from the input stage of the op amp. The drawback to this

approach is that the drain-to-source voltages of transistors M9-M12 are increased by the gate-to-source

voltages of transistors MB1-MB4, respectively. Therefore, input stage transistors M1-M4 operate with

less drain-to-source voltage than if M9-M12 were diode connected. As a result M1-M4 enter the triode

region for smaller differential inputs than with diode-connected loads, and the amount of current that the

input stage can produce while slewing is limited. Because a high-swing, dynamic bias circuit is used, this

is nota problem for ±5-V operation; however, for+5-Voperation, thesewide-band currentmirrors prob

ably would limit the slew rate of the op amp.

5.5. A/D and D/A Subconverters

Figure 5.11 shows a block diagram of a n-bit A/D, D/A subsection. It consists of a reference

divider, a comparator bank, an encoder, and a multiplexer. The reference divider divides the reference

into T regionsof equal widthand provides the2" - 1boundaries betweentheseregionsas thresholds for

a bank of comparators that do the A/D subconversion. The comparator outputs are encoded into the

binary outputs of the A/D subconverter and into control signals that cause the multiplexer to select the

appropriate reference level as the D/A output To save area, both the A/D and the D/A functions share

the reference divider. In the prototype, the reference dividers are composed of resistor strings. Since
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Figure 5.11 - Block diagram of a n-bit A/D, D/A subsection

each stage does a 3-bit subconversion, the resistor string must contain at least 8 resistors.

Figure 5.12 shows a single-ended schematic of one 3-bit A/D, D/A subsection used in the proto

type. Because the resistor string is shared for both the A/D and D/A operations, it produces two sets of

reference voltages, one for each operation. To center the residue versus input plot around the x axis as

shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.11, the D/A outputs must be offset from the A/D decision levels by 1/2 LSB

at a 3-bit level. This requires that the number of resistors be doubled to 16. To do the subconversions,

clock signals such as those shown in Figure 5.8 can be used. The comparators are clocked at the end of

fa. On fa, eight D/A converter outputs are enabled and one is selected based on control signals generated

from the comparator outputs (y«,..., y«). Although Figure 5.12 shows a single-ended representation of

both the A/D subconverter and D/A converter functions, on the prototype, both functions are fully dif

ferential. Therefore, instead of just one D/A converter output equal and opposite D/A converter outputs

are used. Also, each comparator compares a differential input to a differential reference instead of a

single-ended input to a single-ended reference. The resistor strings and the comparators are described in

the next two sections.

5.5.1. Resistor String

The primary considerations involved in the design of the resistor string are the total resistance and

the matching of the resistors. Figure 5.13 shows a schematic diagram of a resistor string that produces
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Figure 5.12 - Circuit diagram of a 3-bit A/D, D/A subsection

2" - 1 A/D decision levels and 2n D/A outputlevels.

The string consists of 2n+1 matched resistors. The total resistance, RT, is:

89
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Figure 5.13 - Schematic diagram of a n-bit resistor string

RT= ^Ri (5.29)

where Ri is theresistance of the i* resistor.

RT is important because it affects the time required to charge capacitance through the string. The D/A

converter output path is from the resistor string through two series switches (see Figure 5.12), and must

charge about 2 pF of capacitance. To allow the op-amp outputs to setde to the multiplied residue in about

40 ns, the time constant associated with this path must be less than about 4 ns; therefore, the path resis

tance must be less than about 2 k CI. When the D/A output is near the center of the resistor string, the

Rf
contribution of the string to the path resistance is maximum and about equal to ——. In the prototype,

RT = 2fcQ, and the switch resistances are each about 600 £2.

While the D/A subconverter must be as linear as the entire conversion, the A/D subconversion

must only be as linear as its resolution. Therefore, the degree to which the resistors in the resistor strings
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match each other is most important in determining the linearity of the corresponding D/A subconversion;

furthermore, the linearity of the first-stage D/A subconversion limits the linearity of the entire A/D

conversion. If each first-stage D/A output is accurate within ±lA LSB at a N-bit level, and if there are no

other errors in the A/D conversion, the entire conversion is linear to a N-bit level. To produce multiple

D/A converter outputs that each have an absolute accuracy of ±lALSB, the required resistor matching

depends on the positions of the outputs in the resistor string relative to the nearest end of the string.

Assume that the total reference voltage, Vm, is the voltage applied between the top and bottom of the

resistor string:

Vtot = (+Vr^)-(-Vnf). (5.30)

Then the absolute value of the voltage difference between any output and the nearest end of the string,

Voutput, is a fraction, / (output), that is nogreater than 1/2 of thetotal reference voltage.

Vouipx^fbutputWM (5.31)

F°r^output tobe accurate within ±V4 LSB ataN-bit level,

Voutput =/(output)Vtat ±-^ (5.32)

Equation 5.32 can be rewritten to express the ratio of a D/A subconverter output to the total reference

voltage as a function of the resistor-matching dependent fraction.

VtOt
1± l

2W+1/(output)

The secondtermin Equation 533 represents the relative accuracy requirement of a D/A outputas a func

tionof its position in the resistor string. Because / (output) £ xh, the maximumrelative accuracy require-

1 Vment is — and occurs at the center ofthe string. Here the ratio, y* ,is:

(5.33)
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5X-
output i=l

»=2"

i=i

Z*i + z *.•
i=l »»2"+l

= V4 1 +
>w

(5.34)

where Rt and /?r are defined in Equation 5.29.

If the resistance values are normally distributed with standard deviation, <jr, about their mean, R, a sum

of the resistances is also normally distributed and has a mean equal to the sum of the individual means

and a standard deviation equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the individual standard

deviations. Then Equation 5.34 can be rewritten as:

2nR±22cR
= XA 1±

2nR±22aR+2HR±22aR

The signs of the standard deviation terms should be selected to calculate the maximum requiredmatch

ing. Because the numerator of the left-hand side of Equation 5.35 and the first term in the denominator

represent the sum of the same resistors, their standard deviations must have the same signs. If the signs

are positive, the error in the resistor ratio caused by mismatch is maximum when the sign of the standard

deviation of the second term in the denominator is negative. Then Equation 5.35 can be rewritten as:

lA 1 +
1 o*

£ R
22

= lA 1 +
1

1

o>
After simplification, the maximum allowable resistor mismatch, ——, is:

R

^=2n

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

where n is the resolution

and N is the linearity.

For example, to obtain 7-bit linearity from a 7-bit conversion, Equation 5.37 predicts that

°*
-=- must be ^ 8.8%. Here, the resistor string uses 256 resistors and produces 255 total levels of which

R

127 are A/D decision levels and 128 are D/A output levels. If the resistor string is only used for either
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the A/D or D/A subconversion, only 128 resistorsare required, and —— must be £ 6.25%. As a point of
R

comparison, by simulation more accurate than the calculation given above, Black has shown that under

the latter conditions, —— must be ^ 5%.59
R

Equation 5.37 shows that the allowable resistor mismatchdecreases exponentially with increasing

linearity. This happens because the magnitude of 1 LSB decreases in the same manner. Equation 5.37

also shows that the allowableresistor mismatchincreases exponentially with increasing resolution. This

happens because when the resolution, n, is increased, the numberof required resistors increases in pro-

portion to 2", but the standard deviation of the sum of the resistors only increases in proportion to 22.

Therefore, the ratio of the standard deviation of the sum of the resistors to the sum of the resistors

decreases in proportion to 22, providing an averaging effect that compensates for the allowed increase in

the error perresistor. For example, to obtain 9-bit linearity from a 3-bit subconversion as in the proto-

aR
type,Equation 5.37 predicts that — must be £ 0.5%. This is less than the tolerance allowed in the pre-

R

vious example both because the linearityrequirement increased from 7 to 9 bits and because the resolu

tionrequirement decreased from 7 to 3 bits. Since polysilicon resistors have smaller voltagecoefficients

than diffused resistors, polysilicon resistors are used in the prototype. Although this matching is attain

able in CMOS technologies, thematching required toreach higher linearity withthesame resolution per

stage is not commonly attainable. For instance, to obtain 12-bit linearity from a 3-bit subconversion,

<*r
—r- must be <> 0.07%, and calibration or trimmingis probably required.

R

Because the subconversions are fully differential, the resistor string must provide complementary

references to every comparator. If the resistor string is laid out in a straight line it is said to be

"unfolded". Figure 5.14 shows unfolded and once-folded 3-bit resistor strings that are used to generate

differential A/D decision levels only. With an unfolded resistor string, providing complementary refer

ences to every comparator poses a routing problem. Furthermore, linear processing gradients have a

strong effect on the matching of the resistors in an unfolded string.59 Folding the string once not only
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Figure 5.14 - Unfolded and once-folded resistor strings

lessens the routing problem as shown in Figure 5.14, but also improves the matching of the resistors in

the presence of a linear resistance gradient as shown by Black. For these reasons, the resistor strings in

the prototype are each folded once.

5.5.2. Comparator

The connection of a comparator within an A/D, D/A subsection is shown in Figure 5.15. The

points labeled VR+ and VR- are connected to taps on the resistor string that depend on which comparator

in the bank is under consideration. For example, for the top comparator, VR+ is connected to the most

positive A/D subconverter tap, and VR- is connected to the most negative A/D subconverter tap. On

clock fa, the comparator inputs are grounded, and the capacitors sample the differential reference. On fa,
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Figure 5.15 - Connection of a comparator within an A/D, D/A subsection
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0 +

the left sides of the capacitors are connected to thedifferential input Ignoring parasitic capacitance, the

input to the comparator is thenthe difference between the differential inputand the differential reference.

The parasitic capacitances on the inputs to the comparator attenuate the input slightly,but the decision is

not affectedif the comparator hasenough gain. As mentioned in Chapter 4, because of digital correction,

nooffset cancellation on thecomparator is required. Therefore, thecomparator is never placed in a feed

back loop anddoes not have to be stablein a closed-loop configuration.

The comparator, shown in Figure 5.16, uses a conventional, latched-differential-amplifier

configurationi Transistors Ml and M2 are source followers with current-source loads MBl and MB2,

which are biased by thecurrent-source bias line (CSB). Transistors M3-M8 form a differential amplifier,

and ML1 and ML2 form a latch. Transistors MCS1 and MCS2 form a current switch that allows the bias

current from MB2 to flow through either thedifferential amplifier or the latch. With the latch signal low,

the inputs areamplified. Because M7 and M8 are biased in the triode region by the triode biasline (TB),

the gain of the amplifier is only about 20 dB. To reduce the Miller effect and increase the speed of the

amplification, the loads areseparated from the differential pair by cascode transistors M5 andM6, which

are biased by the cascode bias line (CB). When the latch signal is raised, the bias current is switched

from the amplifier to the latch. During the transition, the parasitic capacitances on the inputsto the latch
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Rgure 5.16 - Comparator schematic

hold the amplified input Finally, the positive feedback in the latch drives its output in one direction or

the other, and the comparison is completed.

5.6. Clock Generator

Figure 5.17 shows the schematic for the clock generator and the corresponding timing diagram.

The circuit consists of a master-slave flip flop, 2 nand gates, and 4 inverters. Assume that all logic ele

ments have identical delay from input to output and that the low-to-high and high-to-low transition times

are zero. When the flip flop outputs are: Q = 0 and Q = 1, the clock generator outputs setde to the fol

lowing values: X = l,Y = 0,fa = 0,fa = l,fa=l, and fa = 0. At the moment that the flip flop outputs

change state, the inputs to the top nand gate become Q = 1 and fa=0 instead of Q = 0 and fa = 0; there

fore, after one gate delay, X remains = 1. Meanwhile the inputs to the bottom nand gate become 2=0
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Figure 5.17 - Clock generator circuitschematic and timing diagram
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and fa = 1 instead of Q = 1 and fa = 1; therefore, after one gate delay, Y becomes = 1. Because Y

changes state, fa, fa, X, fa, and fa each change state in succession. After the flip flop outputs change

stateagain, X is the first signal to change in response, and fa, fa, Y, fa, and fa each follow in turn. As a

result of thissignal flow, nonoverlapping clocks are generated; thatis, before fa goeshighor fa goes low,

fa goes low and fa goes high to turn off all n-channel and p-channel switches thatwere on while fa was

highand fa was low. Similarly, before fa goeshighor fa goeslow, fa goes low and fa goeshigh.

Although delayed versions of both fa and fa are needed to cancel signal-dependent sample-to-

hold-mode transition error, these delayed signals are identical to the undelayed signals in the clock gen

erator. The delays are established on the prototype by placing delayed and undelayed versions of clock
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signals on separate lines with different capacitive loading; the load on the lines of delayed signals is

greater than that of undelayed signals.

5.7. Digital Correction

The digital correction required by the prototype is done off chip. A logic circuit that implements

the digital correction algorithm shown in Figure 4.13 is described below. Figure 5.18 shows the

corresponding block diagram of the required A/D and D/A subconverters. By moving one resistor from

the top to the bottom of the resistor string, all the A/D subconverter decision levels and all the D/A sub-

converter outputs are shifted up by 1/2 LSB at a 3-bit level from those shown in Figure 5.12. To do the

correction, if the stage residue is positive, the algorithm adds 1 count to the digital output of a stage. If

the residue is negative, no correction is necessary as noted in Chapter 4.

The digital correction logic circuit consists of one stage of logic for each stage of subconversion in

the pipelined converter; see Figure 5.19. Because the interstage gains in the prototype are all greater than

1, nonlinearity in the LSB stage of conversion has the least effect on the linearity of the entire conver

sion; therefore, the correction algorithm first uses the outputs of the LSB stage to correct those of the

third stage. Then the correction continues backwards with the outputs of each stage used to correct those

of the previous stage until the MSB stage outputs are corrected.

A block diagram and truth table of the LSB stage of correction logic is shown in Figure 5.20. The

uncorrected input bits are denoted in order of increasing significance as /n, /1, and I2. Because half the

conversion range of the LSB stage is saved for the correction, there are only 2 output bits; that is, the

LSB stage of conversion adds 2 bits of resolution to the entire conversion. The corrected output bits are

denoted in the same order as O 0 and O x. Cout denotes the carry output and is connected to the carry

input of the third stage of correction. When I2 is high, the amplified residue input to the LSB stage of

conversion is positive, and Cout is made high to add 1 count to the digital code produced by the third

stage of conversion; therefore, Cout = I2. Because the interstage gain is 4, if the third stage digital outputs

had been increased by 1 count before the LSB stage of conversion was done, the amplified residue input

to the LSB stage would have been decreased by 4 LSB at a 3-bit level from the actual input To
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Figure 5.18 - Block diagram of an A/D, D/A subconverter for simple digital correction algorithm
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Figure 5.19 - Block diagram of a digital correction logic circuit

compensate for the addition of 1 count to the third stage, 4 LSB should therefore be subtracted from the

last stage digital output. Such a subtraction is done by dropping the MSB of the last stage and setting

01 =/1 and Oq-Iq. Therefore, no logic gates are needed in the LSB stage of the digital correctioncir

cuit (because no correction is made on these bits).

A block diagram of the second and third stages of correction logic is shown in Figure 5.21. The

uncorrected input bits are denoted as in Figure 5.20. In addition to these inputs, Cin denotes the carry

input; Cin for the stage under consideration is connected to Cout from the previous stage of correction. If

Cin for a particular stage is high, the previous stage of correction determined that 1 count should be

added to the digital code of this stage. Therefore, the least significant output bit, O0, is equal to the

binary addition of 70 and CM. To fully represent the result of this" binary addition, C0, a carry signal

internal to this stage of correction is also generated.
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Rgure 5.20 - Block diagramof the LSB stage in the correction circuit

Similarly,

0o=/o ©Q„

C0=/o*Qii

where © denotes the logical-exclusive -or function,

and • denotes the logical-and function.

(5.38)
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Figure 5.21 - Block diagram of the second and third stages in the correction circuit
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0! =/! ©C0 (5.39)

C^/i-Co

where Cx denotes another internal carry signal.

Finally, Cout is high when either I2orC: is high; that is:

Cout=h + Cl (5.40)

where + denotes the logical-or function.

Digital correction in the second and third stages therefore requires 2 logical-exclusive-or gates, 2

logical-and gates, and 1 logical-or gate.

A block diagram of the MSB stage of correction logic is shownin Figure 5.22. Althoughthe inputs

to the MSB correction stage are the same as those to the second andthird stages, some of the outputs of

the MSB correction stage differ from those of theother stages. The functions that give 0 0and Ot are

unchanged. The MSB output, 0 2,is new to this stage.
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Figure 5.22 - Block diagram of the MSB stage in the correction circuit

02 = I2 ©Ci (5.41)

Instead of a carry output for the MSB stage, there is an overflow bit, OF, that is high if and only if all the
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stage inputs are high.

OF=I2-Irl0-Cin. (5.42)

Digital correction in the MSB stage therefore requires 3 logical-exclusive-or gates, and 3 logical-and

gates.

Although the above description of the digital correction logic is easy to understand, it requires far

too many gate delays to be practical. A practical implementation of the digital correction logic, which

requires fewer gate delays, is described by Burstein.60

5.8. Photograph of Prototype

A photograph of the core of a prototype chip is shown in Figure 5.23.

Figure 5.23 - Chip Photograph

The core is about 50 mils wide by 150 mils long. The stages follow one after another and are identical

except that the first stage does not have a subtractor, the fourth stage does not have a D/A converter, and

the 2-phase, nonoverlapping clockalternates from stage to stage. A test op amp and a test comparator are

at the rightmost end. The prototype was made by MOSIS61 in a 3-micron, double-polysilicon, p-well,

CMOS process.
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Chapter 6 - Experimental Results

6.1. Introduction

The prototype has been tested primarily in two ways:23*24*62 first with a code-density test, and

second with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) test The results of these tests for a prototype converter under

several different operating conditions are described below. Although the results vary little as a function

of the reference voltages for reference voltages between ± 2.0 V and ± 3.0 V, the reference voltages are

about equal to ± 2.5 V for all the tests described in this chapter.

6.2. Test Results under Normal Conditions

Under normal conditions, the conversion rate is 5 Ms/s, the input signal frequency is about 2 MHz,

the power supply voltages are ± 5 V, and digital correction is applied to all the stages except the last The

test results under these conditions are presented in this section.

6.2.1. Code-Density Test

As described in Chapter 2, the code-density test involves making a histogram of the output codes

obtained while an input with a known probability density function is applied to the A/D converter. To

characterize the linearity of the converter, the input must have much less distortion than that produced by

the converter. Because low-distortion sinusoidal inputs can be generated and easily characterized with a

spectrum analyzer, the code-density test uses such an input The histogram is normalized by the density

function, and the differential nonlinearity (DNL) and integral nonlinearity (INL) are calculated. Because

the test is statistical in nature, all output codes do not have to be collected; therefore, the histogram

hardware need not run in real time. Since the histogram hardware is capable of collecting data at 10 ks/s,

only about 1 out of every 500 output codes is included in the histogram. To compute the DNL accurately

within 0.1 LSB at a 9-bit level with 99% confidence, about half a million samples are required.24 To

compute the INL with the same accuracy and confidence, about a quarter of a billion samples are

required. At a down-sampled rate of 10 ks/s, the collection of so many samples would take about 8

106
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hours. Not only would this be too long to wait but also by the time the measurement is complete, test

conditions that affect the INL (such as the reference voltage) may have changed. As a compromise, 1

million samples were collected for all the code-density test results given below, which is more than

enough for the DNL but not enough for the INL measurement to attain an accuracy of 0.1 LSB with 99%

confidence. Since the accuracy of the linearity computations is inversely proportional to the square root

of the number of samples, the computed INL will only be accurate within about 2 LSB at a 9-bit level

with 99% confidence.

In Figure 6.1, DNL is plotted on the y axis versus code on the x axis for all 512 codes.
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T • 1
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Figure 6.1 - DNL versus code

512

Because the DNL never reaches -1 LSB, there are no missing codes. The maximum DNL is less than 0.6

LSB. In Figure 6.2, INL is plotted on the y axis versus code on the x axis. Again, the conversion rate is
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5 Ms/s and the input frequency is about 2 MHz. The maximum INL is 1.1 LSB.

6.2.2. Signal-to-Noise Ratio Test

SNR characterization overcomes a limitation that occurs in measuring INL with a code-density

test; that is, because many fewer samples are needed to measure the SNR than the INL, the SNR test is

not as sensitive to changes in test conditions during the test as is the code-density test As noted in

Chapter 2, the SNR test can be used to estimate the maximum absolute INL through the total harmonic

distortion (THD). Repeating Equation 2.9:

maximum I/ML I =JV
THD

(6.1)
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Each SNR measurement is made by taking a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) on Ns samples from the

converter collected at the down-sampled rate offDS. The resulting frequency resolution of the DFT is

J DS
-rr-. Since the SNR hardware is capable of collecting data at no more than about 20 ks/s, the down-
"s

sampled rate is selected to be 20 ks/s. To determine therequired number of samples, the SNR is meas

ured as a function of the number of samples. Ns -1024 and the corresponding frequency resolution of

Ht
20 — are found to be adequate. Since the converter samples the inputat 5 Ms/s while the SNR

hardware samples the converter output at 20 ks/s, only about 1 output out of every 250 outputs is

included in the SNR computation, and signal components at frequencies greater than 10kHz are aliased

into the base band. Under normal conditions, the input signal frequency is 2.002011 MHz. Therefore,

the fundamental component appears in the base band at2011 Hz, and harmonics appear atmultiples of

2011 Hz; see Figure 63. The levels of theharmonics in Figure 6.3are at least 60 dB smaller than that of

the fundamental. The power at the fundamental frequency of the sine wave is considered signal power,

and the power atall other frequencies above DC and uptoand including half the sampling frequency is

considered noise power. With such definitions, theSNR is a signal-to-noise-plus-distortion ratio. Here,

the SNR= 49.4 dB.

In Figure 6.4, SNR is plotted on the y axis versus inputlevel on the x axis. An ideal9-bitcurveis

also shown; the SNR of the ideal curve is limited by quantization noise. The peak SNR is about 50 dB

instead of about 56 dB, as would be expected with a9-bit converter, this difference isaccounted for by

distortion generated from the INL for large input signal levels. For such signals, if the noise power is

dominated by distortion, the SNR =THD, andEquation 6.1 canbe usedto show thatthe maximumINL

is about 1 LSB here, which agrees with the code-density test results. Because the INL measurement

obtained from the code-density test isonly accurate within about 2 LSB, this confirmation is important;

furthermore, the SNR test only requires about 50 ms to collect the data instead of about 100s for the

code-density test allowing less opportunity for test conditions that affect the INL to change during the

test When the input signal is reduced in amplitude, the distortion is reduced and the real curve

approaches the ideal 9-bit curve, suggesting that the noise associated with the conversion of low-level
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Figure 6.3 - Amplitude of DFT output vs. aliased input frequency

input signals is dominated by quantization noise. Although the SNR test provides an easy way to check

the maximum INL, it gives litde information about DNL and missing codes because the SNR is not meas

ured as a function of the DC offset of low-level sinusoidal inputs. While this connection could be made,

the DNL is efficiendy measured using the code-density test

623. Summary ofTests under Normal Conditions

The prototype A/D converter has typical characteristics summarized in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1

Typical Performance: 25°C

Technology 3-uCMOS

Resolution 9 bits

Conversion Rate 5 Ms/s
Area* 8500 mils2
Power Supplies ±5V

Power Dissipation 180 mW

Input Capacitance 3pF
Input Offset <1LSB

CM Input Range ±5V

DCPSRR 50 dB

♦Doesnot includeclock generator,bias generator, reference
generator,digital error correction logic, and pads

Ill
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6.3. Dependence of Code-Density Test Results on Conversion Rate

To determine the source of the nonlinearity in the prototype, the plot of INL versus code shown in

Figure 6.2is examined; however, nopattern is evident Because a pattern maybepresent but hidden bya

conversion-rate limitation, the experiment is repeated at half the conversion rate (2.5 Ms/s). Figure 6.5

shows the resulting plot of INL versus code.
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Figure 6.5 - INL vs. code at a reduced conversion rate

At half the conversion rate, notonly is the maximum INLreduced butalso theentireplot is moreorderly

thanat 5 Ms/s. Examination of Figure6.5 reveals thattheplot is divided into8 segments of equalwidth

(64 codes each) and varying slope, correspondingto the 8 resistorsthat compose the D/A converter in the

first stage. The nonideality in the 5-Ms/s LNL curve is therefore causedboth by nonlinearity in the first-

stage D/A converter and by some conversion-rate limitation. Although the source of the conversion-rate
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limitationis not known, the most likely sourceis incompletesettlingof the first-stage op-amp outputs.

6.4. Dependence ofTest Results on Input Frequency

Since the linearity and SNR of the prototype may depend on the input signal frequency, both the

code-density and SNR tests are repeated for different input signal frequencies. The results of these tests

are summarized below. While the input frequency is less than the Nyquist frequency, decreases in the

linearity or SNR caused by increases in the inputsignal frequency canbe attributed to dynamic errors in

the input S/H amplifier.

6.4.1. Code-Density Test

Figure 6.6 showsa plotof the maximumDNL asa function of the inputsignal frequency.
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Figure 6.6 - Peak DNL vs. input signal frequency
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When the input frequency is increased from 2 kHz to S MHz, the maximumDNL increases by about 0.1
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LSB. Figure 6.7 shows a plot of the maximum INL as a function of the input signal frequency.
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Figure 6.7 - Peak INLvs. input signal frequency
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When the input frequency is increased from 2 kHz to 5 MHz, the maximum INL increasesby about 0.2

LSB. Because the changes in both the maximum DNL and maximum LNLare small for large changes in

the input frequency, the dynamic errorsin the input S/H amplifier must be small.

6.42. Signal-to-Noise Ratio Test

In Figure 6.8, SNR is plotted on the y axis versus input level on the x axis for five input frequen

cies: 2 kHz, 22 kHz, 202 kHz, 2.002 MHz, and 5.002 MHz. An ideal 9-bit curve is also shown. The

curve for a 5.002-MHz input represents a beat frequency test on the converter when compared to the

curve for a 2-kHz input because the converter is running at the difference between these two frequencies

or 5 Ms/s. Notice that the real curves for different input frequencies are almost identical. Figure 6.9
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shows aplot of the maximum SNRas a function of the input signal frequency. When theinput frequency

is increased from 2 kHz to5 MHz, the maximum SNR decreases byabout 2 dB. Although this change is

small, thecause of thechange is of interest To determine the cause of thechange, the DFT outputs for

various input frequencies are examined. Figure 6.10 shows such aplot for which theinput frequency is2

kHz. The most apparent difference between Figures 6.3 and 6.10 is the amplitude of the second har

monic; in Figure 6.3, theamplitude of thesecond harmonic is about 33dB,and inFigure 6.10, it is about

22dB. Figure 6.11 shows a plot of the amplitude of the second harmonic versus input frequency. For

increasing input frequency, theamplitude of thesecond harmonic increases, suggesting that thedistortion

generated by the input S/H amplifier increases. To describe the source of the distortion, Figure 5.5 is

redrawn here as Figure 6.12. Because the impedances of the sampling capacitors, CS1 and CS2, decrease

in proportion to theinput frequency, the fraction of the input voltage that is dropped across the sampling
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switches, M1-M4, increases in proportion to the input frequency. When on with a small drain-to-source

voltage, a MOS transistor behaves as though it were a linear resistor; however, when the drain-to-source

voltage is not small, the on resistance of the transistor is a nonlinear function of the drain-to-source vol

tage. Therefore, as the input frequency increases, the linearity of the on resistances of the transistors in

the S/H circuit decreases and causes the observed distortion in the A/D converter output To reduce this

distortion, the aspect ratio of the sampling switches can be increased; however, such a change causes a

corresponding increase in the sample-to-hold-mode transition error. Although this distortion is small at a

9-bit level, it could limit the performance of video-rate A/D conversion at higher resolution.

The results of the code-density and SNR tests for variations in the input frequency are summarized

in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2

DataSummaryover InputFrequency Variation

9-bit Resolution

5-Ms/s Conversion Rate

±5-VPower Supplies

Input Frequency 2kHz 2.002 MHz 5.002 MHz
Peak DNL (LSB) 0.5 0.6 0.5
Peak INL (LSB) 1.0 1.1 1.2

Peak SNR (dB) 50 50 49
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Rgure 6.11 - Amplitude of second harmonic vs. input frequency

Table 6.2 shows the peak DNL, INL and SNR for three input frequencies, and the performance is almost

constant This is important because it means that the first-stage S/H amplifieris able to accurately sample

high-frequency input signals.

6.5. Dependence of Test Results on Power Supply Voltages

Both the code-density and SNR tests are repeated for different power supply voltages. The results

of these tests are summarized below.

6.5.1. Code-Density Test

Figure 6.13 shows a plot of the maximum DNL as a function of the input signal frequency with

power supply voltages as a parameter. Over the entire range of input frequencies, when the power supply

voltages change by ±10%, the maximum DNL changes by about 0.2 LSB. Figure 6.14 shows a plot of
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Figure 6.12 - Circuit diagram of a fully differential S/H circuit with bottom-plate switching

themaximum LNL asa function of theinput signal frequency withpower supply voltages asa parameter.

Over the entire range of input frequencies, when the power supply voltages changeby ±10%,the max

imum INL changes by about 0.7 LSB.

6.5.2. Signal-to-Noise Ratio Test

Figure 6.15 shows a plot of the maximum SNR as a function of the input signal frequency with

power supply voltages as a parameter. The resultsof the code-density and SNR tests for variationsin the

input frequency are summarized in Table 6.3.
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Table 6 3

Data Summary over Supply Variation

9-bit Resolution

5-Ms/s Conversion Rate
2-MHz Input Frequency

Supply Voltage (V) ±4.5 ±5 ±5.5

Peak DNL (LSB) 0.7 0.6 0.5

Peak INL (LSB) 1.5 1.1 1.0

Peak SNR (dB) 49 50 50

Except for an increase in the maximum INL at low power supply voltages, the performance is nearly con

stant. The increased INL at low supply voltages may be caused by reduced open-loop gain of the op

amps at high output swings.
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6.6. Dependence of Code-Density Test Results on Digital Correction

As mentioned in Chapter 5, thedigital correction is doneoffchip,allowing the needfor thecorrec

tion to be evaluated. All results described above are obtained using the full correction; that is, digital

correction is applied to the first 3 stages for these results.

Under thesame conditions as inFigures 6.1 and 6.2butwith thedigital correction completely dis

abled, the maximum DNLandINLare about10LSB at a 9-bit level, owingto comparator offsets. If the

correction is applied only on the first stage, the maximum DNLand LNL drop to about 3 LSB. When

digital correction is apphed on the first two stages, the maximum DNL is about 0.9 LSB and the max

imum INL is about 1.5 LSB; therefore, there are no missing codes in this case. However, when digital

correction is applied on the first three stages, the maximum DNL is about 0.6 LSB and the maximum LNL

is about 1.1 LSB. Because the nonlinearities are minimum in the last case,digital correction should be
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fully applied for best performance. Also, the uncorrected histogram data from the code-density test show

that there are no codes for which any residue is greater than the reference level for comparator CI or less

than the reference level for comparator C7 as labeled in Figure 5.12. This means that the maximum

absolute value of nonlinearity in an A/D subconversion is less than or equal to 1/4 LSB at a 3-bit level,

and the full digital correction range (±1/2 LSB) is not used. Therefore, comparators CI and C7 are not

needed in the last 3 stages.



Chapter 7 - Conclusion

7.1. Summary of Research Results

This research shows that pipelined architectures and digital correction techniques are of potential

interest for video-rate CMOS A/D conversion applications. The research results are summarized in two

parts, thoseinvolving the comparison of different conversion architectures and thoseinvolvingthe design

ofpipelined A/D converters.

7.1.1. Comparison of A/D Conversion Architectures

High throughput rate and low hardware costare the primary potential advantages of the pipelined

architecture.

• If the A/D subconversions in each stage of a pipelined converter are donewith flash converters, a

pipelined architecture onlyneedstwoclockphases per conversion, the sameas a flash architecture.

• Flash architectures use pipelining to do the digital decoding operation. Their throughput rate is

maximized because their pipelined information is entirely digital and can be transferred to 1-bit

accuracy in less time than it takes to generate and transfer the analog residue in pipelined multis

tage architectures.

The area and consequent manufacturing cost ofpipelined converters is small compared to those of

flash converters because pipelined converters require fewer comparators than flash converters.

• Once interstage S/H amplifiers are designed to isolate the stages of a pipelined A/D converter, a

similar S/H amplifier can beused at the input of the A/D converter, providing accurate sampling

andallowing accurate conversion of high-frequency inputsignals.

• The interstage gains from the S/H amplifiers diminish the effects ofnonidealities inallstages after
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the first stage on the linearity of the entire conversion. This allows pipelined converters to use a

digital correction technique with which nonlinearity in the A/D subconversions has little effect on

the overall linearity.

• The main disadvantage of pipelined A/D converters is that they require the use of op amps to real

ize parasitic-insensitive S/H amplifiers. Although the S/H amplifiers improve many aspects of the

converter performance, the op amps within the S/H amplifiers limit the speed of the pipelined con

verters. •

• Op amps are not required in subranging architectures. Because high-speed op amps are difficult to

realize, a common goal in the design of subranging A/D converters is to avoid using op amps. If

op amps are not used, however, parasitic-insensitive S/H amplifiers cannot be realized. The conse

quent high-frequency input sampling is poor, stage operation is sequential, and tolerance to error

sources is less than that in pipelined architectures.

• Flash converters also do not usually use an input S/H amplifierbecause of the difficulty in realizing

an op amp in CMOS technologies that is fast enough to drive the inherently large input load; there

fore, flash converters often suffer reduced performance with high-frequency inputs.

7.1.2. The Design of Pipelined A/D Converters

Although the prototype uses identical stages to reduce the design time, nonidentical stages can be

used to optimize the performance.

Digital correction should be used on all stages except the last, on which digital correction cannot be

applied.

• To use digital correction effectively, the interstagegain must be greater than 1 so that nonlinearity

in the last stage, which cannot be corrected, has litde effect on the linearity of the entire
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conversion. If the gain is integer valued, it must be greater than or equal to 2. Therefore, to use

one bit of digital correction per stage, the resolution per stage must be greater than or equal to 2

bits. At this level, the conversion rate is maximized because the bandwidth of the interstage gain is

largest; the linearity, however, increases with increasing resolution per stage.

• To use the minimum area, about 3-bit resolution per stage should be used, providing a compromise

between the conversion rate and linearity requirements.

The prototypes used no more than half the correction range. The top and bottom comparators in

the comparator arrays of the last 3 stages are therefore unnecessary.

Since digital correction refers op-amp offset errors to the input of the converter, cancellation of

op-amp offset is not required to obtain high linearity. As a result, the op amp is not placed in a

unity-gain-feedback configuration to cancel the offset; therefore, theop amp does not have to be

unity-gain stable, and its speedcanbe optimized for its closed-loop gain.

• Dynamic common-mode feedback for the fully differential opamp is found tobewell suited for op

amps in pipelined A/D converters because such converters inherendy allow a clock phase needed

to reset the bias on the common-mode-feedback capacitors.

7.2. Projected Performance in Scaled Technologies

The prototype is implemented ina 3-micron CMOS technology and uses ±5-V power supplies. If

the prototype were implemented ina 1.5-micron CMOS technology using only a 5-V power supply, the

horizontal andvertical electric fields present in thetransistors would be unchanged from those in the 3-

micron version. In general, withconstant-field scaling, while the horizontal dimensions, vertical dimen

sions, and power-supply voltages are divided by a constant factor, k, the substrate doping ismultiplied by

the same factor.63 The horizontal dimensions include the width, W, and length, L,ofthe channels ofthe

transistors, and thevertical dimensions include thethicknesses of thelayers such as thegateoxide. Asa

result of suchscaling, the threshold voltages, Vt, anddepletion layerwidths, xd, aredivided by thefactor,
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k, andthe oxidecapacitance perunitarea, Cox, is multiplied by the same factor. Under theseconditions,

the gain of MOS amplifiers does notchange asa function of thescaling factor, k .63«64 In the presence of

an extra punch-through-prevention implant, moreover, such scaling increases the gain. Furthermore,

constant-field scaling should increase the unity-current-gain frequency of the transistors by the scaling

factor, fc.63 With the same gain and increased bandwidth, the speed of the S/H amplifiers should be

increased. If a punch-throughimplant is used and increases the gain of the amplifiers, the extra gain can

be traded for a further increase in amplifier speed. Because the maximum conversion rate is limited by

the speed of the amplifiers, scaling should increase the maximum conversion rate. Video conversion

rates should be attainable in 1.5-2-micron CMOS technologies.

73. Extensions to Increased Resolution and Linearity

Not only is the area small for pipelined converters, but also while maintaining a constant number of

required clock phases per conversion, the area is linearly related to the resolution. For example, to

increase the resolution of the prototype from 9 bits to 11 bits, one extra stage of conversion is needed,

and the required area is increased by about 25%. Although the number of clock phases per conversion is

constant, the duration of each phase may have to be increased to allow more accurate sampling and set

tling, reducing the conversion rate. Because the linearity of the prototype is limited by the linearity of the

D/A converter in the first stage, and because the raw matching of MOS components produces about 8-9-

bit linearity, the first-stage D/A converter must be calibrated or trimmed to increase the linearity of the

conversion. Self-calibration of high-resolution successive approximation A/D conversion to achieve high

linearity has been demonstrated.65 The application of this principle to pipelined conversion is a current

research topic.

7.4. Extensions to Increased Conversion Rate, Resolution, and Linearity

Although scaling should increase the conversion rate with constant resolution and linearity, and

although calibration should increase the linearity at increasedresolution but reduced conversion rate, the

combination of scaling and calibration may not be enough to simultaneously achieve high speed and high
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linearity. As described in Chapter 6, a limitation in the accuracy of a S/H circuit exists owing to a trade

off between distortion and sample-to-hold-mode transition error that becomes increasingly important at

increasing input frequencies. Overcoming this speed versus accuracy tradeoff in the S/H circuit is a

future research topic.
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